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Board passes fiscal policy despite dissent
Bv Anne Flasz?
Siaff Writer

Academic shuffle continues; Page 3

It may have been a case of teo
little. too lat~ fur those opposed
to the University's proposed
Fiscal Emergency Policy.
Although the Board of
Trustees listened to arguments.
in the end thp nolicy passed
Wlanimons!." .
Faculty representatives from
Carbondale and Edwardsville
addressed the trustees on the
plan. which outlines what would
be done in the case of either a
long or short-term fiscal crisis.
Faculty Senate President
Lawrence Dennis reiterated
statements he made to the

trustees at their meeting in
May.
In addition to citing possible
problems thf! policy's adoption
mi",ht cause With the American
Association of University
Professors. Dennis said the plan
did not specify causes of fiscal
emergencies (a recall of fWlds
versus poor planning).
"This policy is mure likely to
complicate procedures rather
than slffiplify them." Dennis
said.
Chancellor Kenneth Shaw
acquiesced to the charge that

the policy may have been in·
complete. but said it provided
great/"f pr<Jtection for faculty
and an affiple amot:nt of time
for constituency consultation.
"Faces change. personnel
change. and I think we should
take every step we can to assure
that our faculty is protected."
Shaw said.

G:~:~e~oe~c8~~=~~ ~~:

policy. contending that there
wasn't enough faculty ir:put
during the formation of the plan.
"The document does not

assure adequate constituency
involvement along the way." he
said.
SIU·E Faculty Senate
President Tom PaltSon also
asked the board to rethinK the
policy and postpone deciding
Wltil the factions could agree.
Trustee William Norwood
seemed to speak the opinion of
the board when he asked the
repsentatives. "If not tvday.
"":len?"
Board member A.D. Van
Meter closed the discussion
before the vote by attempting to
assure the constituency heads
that if they wish to draw up
changes in the policy. they
would be heard.

I..awrenee Dennis: "This policy
is more likely to complicate
procedures rather than simplify
them."
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•
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SIU to seek
10-16 percent
wage boosts
By Anne Flasza
Staff Writer

Staff Photo by Scott Shaw'

Music to the ear
Jared Garrison concentrates on playing his
saxop'mne at "Music and Youth at Southern," a

music caRlp for junior high school students. See
Page 5 for a story and photos.

'Quiet diplomacy'
Reagan 'ready' to meet with Chernenko
WASHINGTON (AP) - Presidpnt Reagan said
Thursday night that U.S. officials are engaged in
"quiet diplomacy" with their counterparts in the
Soviet Union to lay the groundwor!~ for a possible
meeting between himself and Soviet leader
Konstantin Chernenko.
Reagan said a Soviet returr to the nuclear arms
talks at Geneva is not a precondition to such a
meeting.
He said he is "ready, willing and able" to meet
with Chernenko "but so far they have been the
ones not responding."
Reagan appeared to be softening his condition...
on meeting with the Soviet leader. Both Reagan
and the Sovi· ts have said in the past that before a
summit coUld be held, the groundwork iirst would
have to be laid to make sure that a meeting would
be productive.
I
The president said Thursday night that there
should be an "agenda" :!ontaining subjects that
"both sides want to talk about" ar;d "get a set·
tlement"on.

This
Worning
Balmy; slight rain

ehanc~;

high in low to mid

90s

No Olympics
for Babcock;
Page 20

HI;: was asked several times if he was willing to
take the first step toward a summit aud did not
reply directly.
In the past, Reagan said, there have been
meetings when both sides met "to say hello."
Those meetings have raised great expecations
and led to great disappointments, he ['aid.
Reagan was qut>:;tlOned closely at a nationally
telev!s.ed news cor:ferencf' - his second from the
White House in thH-e weelu; and 25th since takil1g
office - on his conditions for meeting with
Chernenko.
"I'm not going to play political games with this
subjed and go rushing out ... That would 't do
either one of us any good," the president said.
He added: "The door is ipen and we're standing
at the top of the stairs."
Or. Tuesday, Sens. Howard H. Baker Jr. and
Charles Percy, two key Republican members of
the Senate, urged Reagan to initiate regular
meetings with the Soviet leader, even if there is no
prearranged agenda.

Salary i:.creases ranging
from 10 perc~"lt to 16 percent
will be sought for Uruversity
I!mployees in Fiscal Year 1986,
Chancellor Kermeth Shaw told
the SIU Board of Trustees at
their meeting on Thursday.
Shaw &,elled out the
University's plans to bring pay
rates up to the levels of peer
institutIons and told the board
that sm would for the first time
pursue differential "catch-up"
mcreases for four employee
classes.
Under the plan, all employees
would receive an inflationary
increase of 6 percent, with
certain classes receiving up to
10 percent more in catch-up
boosts.

salaries fall 28.4 percent below
the mean at peer institutions
without the 6 percent inflationary increase taken into
account.
Civil service wo: kers at the
Springfield School of Medicine
have the furthest to go - they
are 38.8 percent below the
mean. the proposal said.
Shaw is also seekin~ a 12
percent increase for SfL-C civil
service employees, whose
salary level falls 12.3 percent
below the mean at peer institutions.
The proposal calls for
professional staffers to get a 12
percent increase. They now fall
17.7 percent below the mean.
A 10 percent increase is
sought for some cidTDinistratol's.
Thell" salary levels are 16.9
percent below the mean.
After the annc..uncement.
Shaw cautioned the board about
overoptimism.

SIU-C faculty. and School of
Medicine civil ltervice employees would receive the
largest increases at 16 percent.
according to the proposal. This See WAGE, Page Z
includes a 10 percent catch-up

pr~~i~~r~ decisions were
made by Shaw after input from
administrators at all campuses,
John Baker. executive director
of planning 8!id budgeting said.
President Albert SOInit asked
Shaw for a 20 percent increase
for faculty salaries, Balter said
According to a 198:s lllinois
Board of Higher Education
study. present SIU-C faculty

Gus says the brass gave the
faculty two m ....sages - YOt,
might get a nice pay raise, uut
then again you might get fired.

SenatE votes to continue MX production
WASHINGTON (AP) -: The Senate v~ted
on Thu..-sday mght to contmue
production of the MX nuclear missile,
despite Demacratic claims t"'at the
"Peacekeeper" sought by President
Reagan offers "not the peace of the secure,
but the pe3ce ofthe grave."
The vote, largely along party lines, came
on a motion by Sen. John Tower, R-Texas,
to table an amendment by Democrats
Edward M. Kennedy of Massachusetts,
Gary Hart of Colorado and others that
would have eliminated all MX production
money from a $291 billion defense spending
plan.

55-41

Majority Republicans remained confident
But they proposed that $1.4 billion of the
they could Dreserve at least 21 of the 40 $2.6 billion that 21 missiles would cost be
missiles requested by Reagan for redirectedinto26conventionalweaponsand
production next fIscal year. A 19-missile readiness programs with the remammg
reduction wa~ recommen~ed by the Senate $1.2 billion going to help close the federal
Armed ServIces CommIttee, headed' by ",'ficit
Tower, bui. more severe cuts also were
.
scheduled for debate.
Republican Sen. Barry Goldwater of
A..-i7.0na taunted the Democratic sponsors
Democratic Sens. Patrick J. Leahy of by declaring "I can't think. of anything
Vermont, Carl Levin of Michigan, Dale better than having (Soviet President,
Bumpers of Arkansas and Jeff Bingaman of
New Mexico had joined Kermedy and Hart Konstantin) Chernenko as a co-sponsor.
in sponsoring the attempt to scuttle the MX Because we're doing his work for him," if
the measure were to pass.
outright.

Wews GRoundup

Cook County judge is first
convicted in Greylord probe
CHI CAGO (A P) -- A Cook
County J' udge waf> found guilty
Thurs ay of accepting
thousands of dollars in brlbP..s to
f~ cases in the nation's largest
~ourt syste~. b~oming the first
Judge conVicted m the Operation
":;reylord probe.
The federal jury of six men
and six women deliberated 14.5
hours over two days before
returning the verdict against
Judge John M. Murphy. He was
convicted of 24 COlmts of mail
fraud. racketeering and extcr.tion stemming from the 3.5year federal investigation of
corruption in the Cook County
(;ourts. The jury acquitted him
on two counts of extortion and
one of mail fraud.
The 6S-yeaMld judge had
b~n accused of receiving $2.500
!;; bribes to fix cases in Traffic
Court and misdemeanor court.
He sat in those courts from 1974
io 1983.
Murphy. a judgt· since 1972,

showed no emotion when the
yerdict was. read but several
Jurors broke mtotears.
The defense said an appeal is
planned.
Undercover FBI agents
posmg as corrupt attorneys also
testified they paid about $2.000
to bagmen who promised to
arrange with Murphy to fix
cases.
"There is no question that I
consider the tdal a statement on
behaH of the court as we!! as the
jury that the Grey!ord project
has developed reliable and
accurate witnesses and
evidence which resulted in the
Greylord verdict today," said
U.S. Attorney Dan Webb.
After the verdict, Murphy had
no comment on the operation.!. of
the Cook County judicial
system, but said he had
"faithfully" served the court .
Seventeen people. including
four current or former judges.
atto:neys, police officers and

EPA head threatens funding cuts
SPRINGFIELD I API -- u.S. Environmental ProtectIOn
A&ency chief WIlliam Ruckelshaus personally threatened
illinOIS pollhcal leaders Thursday with the loss of millions of
~~f:s~~~~ghway dollars if the state doesn't start testing auto

court personnel have been indieted as a result of Operation
Greylord. Murphy was the
second defendant to go to trial
and the second to be convicted:
In addition. a third defendant
pleaded guilty in a plea bar<1ain
b

Ruckelsh'JUs tra\'c!ed to Springfield at the request of Gov
Ja:·lles R. Thompson to warn lawmakers that the aid will be
~~~~h.less a testing program wins legislative approval this

st~ea~ore1e:~I~~~fc~a~:.s been estimatpd at

.

During the two-week trial.
Murphy took the stand in his
own defense and vehemently
denied taking any bribes or
fixing cases. At the close of the
proceedings. he read a
sta~ement to reporters in which
he said. '" believe that the
evidence shows I am not
guilty."

five universities-Chicago State,
Eastern Illinois, Governors
State, Northeastern Illinois and
Western Illinois.
The appoinbnent was announced by Dominick Bufalino
of Norwood Park Township,
chainnan of the board.
During his 18 years in higher

WAGE:

million by

Groups want World's Fair axed
CHICAGO (AP) -- The Chicago Wor.ld·s fo-i!ir-1992 Authority
be scrallped, the head of a coailtlOn of f,eigborhood and
CIVIC groups saId Thursday.
~ary Nelson, chairwoman of ~he Chicago 1992 Committee
which has been monit~ring the fair for two y'!ars, urged the
Leglslatur.e and the Clty Counctl to end its relationship with
the authority and deny it any future funds.
"We must (lpp3Se a Chic~Igo World's Fair as presently
pr~~ed," Ms. Nelson said at a news conference. She
CrttlCIZed the llty for spending money and energy on the fair
saving thp resources ('ould be put to better use.
'
s~o.uld

The prosecution built its case
against Murphy on testimonl
from lawyers and police 0ficers. some of whom were
granted immunity or made
other deals with the government. defense attorney Matthias Lydon saId in closing
arguments.

1 dead, 2 missing in train mishap
~OTLEY, Minn. (AP) -- Two Burlington Northern coal
tr&m.~ slammed head-on in a fiery crash Thursday that
derailed 50 cars and left a pile of smoldering metal 40 feet
~~~hi~~~~:a~man was killed and two others were missing

Board of Governors' head named
SPRINGFIELD.
(AP)Career edueational administrator Thomas D. Layzell
was named Thursday as the
nEW executive director of the
Illinois Board of Governors of
State Colleges and Universities.
Layzell, 46 has been a top
aide for ad'niiniStrative and
budgetary matters to outgoing
director DonaldE. Walters. who
is leaving to become president
of Montclair State University in
New Jersey.
Layzell will asswne his new
duties August 1 as chief
operating officer for the Board
of Governors. which oversees

$100

.The 1 a.~. collision or' a stretch of track between Motley and
Pll1~ger, tn north-central Minnesota, was "the worst train
aCCident I've ever seen," said Burlington Northern Vice
President Don Scott.

erlucation, Layzell has
specialized in collective
bargaining issues. .
Before joining the board, he
was an administrator ami
professor in the College d
Business and Publice Service at
Governors State in Park Forest
South.

I

sm seeks boost
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he said.
The proposed FY '86
"I wcullin't want our operating budget was also
colleagues to think that just !,utlined, showing a 14.9 percent
because we're requesting this mcrease over the University's
that it's going to be easy to get." projected FY '85 base.
CoDtinUed from Page 1
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air conditioning costs
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Trustees approve program changes
Bv . \nne Flasza
Siaff Writer

The SIU Board of Trustees on Thursday moved to abolish six degree
programs and reassign six others as
recomment,;..'1i by the Committee on

A~~:~~I~~iO~i!~~~:;t l:~

told the
board at its meeting at the Touch of
Nature Enviro'lmental Center that the
University will ~gin implementing the
changes this fall.
However, he said that students
currentiy enrolled in the affecte<l
programs will be allowed to complete
their degrees.
Programs targeted for elimination
after a 2.5 year internal review were
said tc be in low student demand.

lacking intellectll'll depth and focus, and
duplicative of existing programs by the
Academic Affairs and Research planning document.
Eliminated at the board meeting
were:
-- the associate degree program in
Correctional Services in the School of
Technical Careers;
-- the bachelor's and master's programs
in Latin American Studies offe"ed by the
College of Liberal Arts;
-- the mastf'r's program in Human
Development offered by the College of
Human Resources;
-- the master's degree program in
Environmental Design offered by the
College of Human Resources;
- and the master's degree program in
Home Economics Education offered by

the College of Education.
The six bachelor's degree programs
that were reassigned by the board are:
- Child and Family, moved from the
Division of Human Development in the
College of Human Resources to the
Department of Curriculum, Instruction
and Media in the Colle~e of Education;
-- Clothing and Textiles, flom the
Division of Comprehensive f lannin~
and Design in the College of Humaii
Resources to the STC's Division of
Advanced Technical Studies;
- Design, from the Division of Comprehensive Planning and Design in the
College of Human Resources to the
School of Art in the College of Communications and Fine Arts;
-- Food and Nutrition, from the Division
of Human Development to the Depart-

ment of Animal Industries in the School
of Agriculture;
-- Interior Design, from the Division of
Comprehensive Planning and Design, to
STC's Division of Graphic Communications.
The board also approved plans to
restructure the bachelor's degree
program in enr'neering, which is
currently composed of four
c;pecializations: Electrical Sciences and
Systems Engineering; Engineering
Mechanics and Materials; Mining
Engineering; and Thermal and Envi~onmental Engineering. The program
Will
be changed to traditional
engineering program majors in electrical engineering, civil engineering,
mining engineering, and mechanical
engineering.

Retiring administrator will siill 'harass'
By Anne Flasza
Staff Wrlu~r

Warren Butrum

Warren E. Buffum, vice
president for financial affair!'l
and a 34-year veteran of SIU-C s
staff, has announced plans to
retire on Aug. 31,1984.
Now 64, Buffum has served as
the University's top financial
affairs officer since 1981. For
five years before that ~ ~ was
associate vice preside~t for

financial affairs.
Buffum, a native of Seattle,
joined the University as internal
a" . _. :. in 1950. During the next
2t years he served as chief
accountant, accounting officer
for both Carbondale and Edwardsville campuses, acting
director of fiscal affairs and
director of SIU-C's budget office.
He earned a bachelor's degree
in accounting in 1947 from the

and programs -- but I gllesS
after 34 years one could
reminisce forever."

University oi Washington.
Buffum's seen the school grow
from a small teacher's college,
which occupied about one
square
block.
to
a
multidimensional institution
that stands today.
"When I first started here,
there were just less than 3,000
students," Buffum
said
Thursday. "I've seen the
University grow significantly in
terms of enrollment, fundin!!

Hut it's the people, he said,
that he'll miss the most.
"I'll never forget all of the
good people I've worked with."
he said. "The students, faculty,
administrators and staff were
thehest."
And be warned: "I'll still be
around to harass on occasion."
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Opinion c& Commentary
Stgned orticles, 'neluding I.tte,t. Viewpoints and oth.r commentaries. reflect the
opin;ons of th.i, author, only. Unsigned editorials r.pr.,en' a consensus of the Daily
Egyptian Editorio' Commitf •• , who,. members or. the student ttditor.in-chi.f, the
editorial poge editor a new'S stoft member, rh. faculty managing editor and 0
Journalism Schoof faculty member.

le".rs for which authorship (annat b. ",.,Hied will not b. published. Students
submitting I.tters must identify themselve. by clOIi Clnd mojor. faculty members by
rank and department, "lon·academic stoff by position and deportment. others by
residential or busine" OtJt4ress. All I.tters are subject to editing and will b. lirn"ad
to SOO words. Leners of 'SO words or fewe, will b. given preference for publication
A compt._. s'a'emen' of .diforial and f.tter polie,e, approved by the Daily
Egyptian Policy and Review Board IS available In Communication! 1247
S'udent Editor.in·Ch •• t. Srv,. Kirkham. Assoclote Editor. Greg Stewart: Edi'oriol
Page Editor. Sherry Chisenhall, Anoclote Editorial Page Ec·tor. Jay Sd,m,'z. Faculty

Managing Edftor. William M. Harmon.

Everyone has a right
to cho~se a lifestyle
A FINE line lies between the right to hold beliefs and the right to
convert those beliefs to actions. Especially when the actions infringe on som~ne else's rights,
Nobody has the right to impose their values and morals on others.
That appears to toe what occurred when Carbondale landlord
William Lipe refused to rent a trailer to Andrea Stephens.
j,ipe is now. the ~rget of legal action brought by Stephens, who
alleges that Llpe WIthdrew his offer to rent a trailer to her after he
discovered she was cohabitating with a black male.
Lipe says he returned Stephens' deposit because he learned that
she was not married to the man she would be living with in the
trailer.

REGARDLESS OF which claims are accurate, Lipe is essentially
requiring that his tenants hold views similar to his, toward
marriage and possibly interracial relationships.
In renting a trailer or any other type of residence, a landlord is
essentially carrying out a businp.ss transaction. The landlord
rfr::t~O provide hOUSing and maintenance services in exchange
A.contra~t enters a landlord and tenant into a legal agreement.
TraIts a landlord feels are undesirable in tenants should ~ noted in
the contract and be made legal stipulations.

IF ONE of !'- landlord'~ requ~ements for tenants is that they be
legaIJy marrIed, that stIpulatIon should have ~n made in the
contract. Providing written notice of such a requirement would
certainly be imposIng a value set on tenants, but at least the landlord would have some legal backing for refUSing to rent to those
who didn't comply.
If a landlord o~ns and rents other property, does he require that
tenants of OPpo.slte sex be marri~ if they're living together? If so,
IS that shpulatlOn formally noteo in a uniform contract which all
tenants must sign? Does he require proo! IIf marriage?
IF LlPE has no other tenants, he shoul!l have noted his marriage
requirement on Stephens' contract. Since the reqUISite marriage is
apparently not noted in VlTlting, the landlord may face a legal
question of whether he is free to break a COl!tract because of his
objections to cohabitation.
Several fact~rs woul~. be important in selecting prospective
~enant;s; cleanlmess, abilIty to pay the rent agreed to, promptness
m paYIng, respect for the propeny of another. But nowhere is there
a place for concern over who the tenant sleeps with.
. IF ~E allegations of racial discrimir.ation are accurate, the
lSsue ~s no longer on~ of morals, but of prejudice. Society is
beconung, m~r~ ~cceptmg of interracial relationships and is losing
the archaIc ngldity about the choice of a mate. It is a setback to this
advancement to have tenants turned away because the colors of
their skin are different.
Stephens and her CO'l1pa:rlon have undoubtedly faced disapproval
in other places, perhaos not so blata,tly, and are to be applauded
for standing up for their rights. And they are indeed rights.

--Wiewpoint----

Bilateral freeze needed
to relieve nuclear tension
Editor's note: David J. Herdrich is a graduate student In
anthropology at the University
of llIinois-Champaign, working
with American Resources
Group,
Lid., in Carbondale
while on leave of absence from
VI-C. Kirsten L. Trimble is a
graduate student in computer
science at SIU-C.

By

Davi~ J. Herdrich
and Kirsten L. Trimble

Social scientists since the end
of World War II have begun to
look at the relationships among
individuals, social groups, and
even nation-states in terms of
systems, USing the theoretical
hardware of systems theory and
cybernetics. In their studies,
they have found similarities
between the behavior of individuals and nations.
In studying human behavior,
anthropologists, most notably
Gregory Bateson, formalized
t.wo (among others) kinds of
h' '~an behavior. The first is
ca.;ed a "symmetrical"
relationship. This system includes two indIviduals (or
~oups), A and B. In this case, if
B enacts some kind of behavior,
then A's re.ponse is the same
behavior, to which B then
responds in kind, and so on,
around and around.
BATESON NOTES that it can
be shown mathematically that
all symmetric relationships are
innerently unstable and will
eventually collaps.:! uliless
checked.
The other type of relationship
Bateson dealt with was called
"complementary." In this case,
A's behavior in response to B's
behavior if; its complement. For
instance, if B acts in a dominant
or aggressive way, A will act
submissively. This, in turn,
triggers further aggressive
behavior by B, to which A will
react in an even more submissive way, and so on. As with
symmetrical relationships,
complementary relationships
are inherently unstable and, if
allowed to continue unchecked,
will also lead to collapse.
WITH THESE patterns in
mind, let us turn to the current
debate concerning the arms
race. The United States and the

Soviet Union are basically
engaged in a symmetrical
relationship. The United States
builds nuclear weapons, feels
threatened, and builds more
weapons, and so on, If allowed
to continue, the number of
weapons will increase as well as
their sophistication;
and
eventually, tensions will be so
great that the system will
collapse into a nuclear
holocaust.
People in the peace movement
are worried that the arms race
will lead to a nuclear war for the
above reason. One solution
proposed by some factions is
that one side should unilaterally
disarm and hope the other side
will follow suit.
THE PROBLEM with this
solution is the possitJllity of a
complementary relationship
which also could spark a war,
This is the lesson of World War
II, when many Europeans were
so afraid of another war that
they
offered Hitler appeasement, triggering further
aggression by Hider untIl there
was no choir~ but war. The
Reagan Administration understands this lesson of history
and explains its unending faith
in further arms buildup as a
way to check aggression.
Recently, however, the arms
race has reached such a
dangerous level, with both the
Soviet Union and the United
States intent on deploying firststrike weapon systems, that it
has forced some people to do
some clear thinking. The
product of that thinking is the
Bilateral Nuclear Weapons
Freeze. Its goal is the
prevention of nuclear war for all
people by stopping the arms
race.
The elegance of the Freeze is
the avoidance of the fatal traps
of the "unilateralists" as well as
the "militarists." As Bateson
once said, "Both (posit;.lns) are
alike: nitwitted, undigniiiea and
ultimately lethal."
Opponents of the Freeze attack it for what it is not, calling
it "unilateral disarmament,"
because it would supposedly
"lock-in Soviet superiority."
Reagan understands what he
wants to attack: a unilateral
movement.
THE PROBLEM is that the

Freeze is no such thing, and so
Reagan has to propose the myth
of "Soviet superiority" in order
to justify a buildup, It is a myth
because the U.S, Department of
Defense Annual Report for 1982
clearly states that. "while the
era of U.S. superiority is long
past, parity - - not U.S, inferiority - - has replaced it,
and the United States and the
Soviet Union are roughly equal
in strategic nuclear power,"
It is clear that Reagan's
argument against the Freeze
and for continued "nuclear
modernization" is based upon a
false assumption.
On the oth'!r hand, there are
people on the unilateral side
who want the Freeze to join
their ranks. They are so morally
opposed to nuclear weapons that
they want nothing to do with
them and continue to make
pleas demanding that, even if
the Soviets do not, we should
just give up our nuclear
weapons.
THE PROBLEM with this is
that the Soviet Union exists and
does have nuclear weapons. The
problem is global in scale. Both
sides are in fact guilty of only
looking at part of the system.
Reagan focuses on ~le Soviet
Union and has stated explicitly
that we should not be "tempted"
to look at the broad picture.
The unilateralists tend to
focus on the United States'
weapons systems, again an
incomplete and dangerous
stance. The Freeze Movement
will continue to grow and make
a difference because it has not
lost its global perspt~tive and
shows no signs of dC'ing so; in
fact, the freeze resolution
passed by the House of
Representatives in 1983 has an
amendment which explicitly
states that the resolution does
not endorse any type of
unilateral disarmament on the
part of the United States.
The Freeze is a product of
what is unique about humanity,

~t ~~~ea~~:ci~u:t~f ~~~~

its behavior has become
machine-like and dangerous.
The Freeze Movement's
message is a message from
humanity: we, both sides, must
stop the arms race or it will stop
itself in a nuclear war.

Title IX decision deals blow to women's civil rights
Well, well. It seems the
(i.e. Pell Grants).
Reagan Administration has
Theoretically, under the
made another faux pas in the
Court's interpretation, SIU-C
could wipe out its entire
area of civil rights. Or so the
women's athletic program and
Grove City College case would
have no fear of reprimand by
seem to indicate. The U.S.
Supreme Court, in its infinite
the Feds, since the Athletics
wisdom (and with Reagan's
Department receives no federal
money. No one is saying that
applause), ruled &-3 that Title
IX of the 1972 Education
such an event will occur, but, in
Amendments Act, which
theorj, it could,
prohibits discrimination on the
The legislation in Congress
basis of gender, does not apply
seeks to re-install the broader
to all activities at an institution
interpretation of Title IX,
that receives federal funds, but
who're, in the above instance,
Staff Writer
only those which specifically
SIU-C could be punished for
receive the money.
surh an action, since it receives
This ruling seems to have
You see, Title IX was PeU Grants. Both houses have
opened a Pandora's Box in the originally meant to apply to an bills pending. Both bills have
U.S. Congress. Both houses, in a entire institution that received support from Dlinois members
bipartisan effort, have rushed to federal funds. But the Supreme of Congress.
propose amendments to Title Court has apparently decided
&ep. Paul Simon (a
IX. The amp.ndments would that such coverage is un- Democrat) co-sponsored the
baSically change the language necessary--that the only House bill. He has said that the
in the law, ensuring the original coverage needed was for that Reagan Administration's opcoverage that was intended particular program at an in- position to the measure is a
when the act was drawn up.
stitution receiving federal aid "smokescreen for its more

Jim

Ludeman
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serious philOS\)phical objections
to civil rights." Sen. Charles
Percy (a Republican), was the
original sponsor of the Senate
bill ("original" meaning his
name appeared on the bill at its
introduction>. Percy has said
"there is a compelling need for
the momentum began by Title
IX to continue." Percy has also
stated that the bills are needed
to ensure the original intent of
Title IX.
The fact that both measures
have strong bipartisan suppo!1
is not surprising, considering
this is an election year. The fact
that the Reagan Administration
opposes the mezsures is surprising. Reagan contends the
bill allows more federi:il intrusion into state and local
government. Reagan also says
that the Administration would
have to greatly expand its enforcement activities if the
legislation passed. Both sup-

positions are groundless, according to Simon aides. The
Reagan Administration would
like to see some changes made
in the measures before they are
passed into law. But the Administration isn't saying what it
wants changed.
Actually, the Administration
would probably like to see the
whole thing dropped. Perhaps it
is not so obvious to Reagan that
he and his administration have
overstepped their bounds in a
big way this time. Perhaps he
cannot see that the Supreme
Court has opened the way to
have doors closed to women, as
well as other minorities, thus
setting the country back 20
years in civil rights protection.
It's time for President
Reagan to open his eyes and
realize that the only way out of
this one is to sign the final
version of the bill, with no
changes, into law.

Between practice sessions, Bob Wright plays his tenor on the stage in empty Shryock Auditorium.

Fun hits a high note
at youth music camp
By Margaret CaUcott
-Staff Writer

Music and fun are the ideas
behind Music and Youth at
Southern, a junior hi(!h music
camp underway at sr::: for the
sixth consecutive yea,
Ninety-eight junior high
students from Illinois, Texas,
Missouri, Oklahoma and Indiana are participating in this
years camp, whi::h is being held
June l().l6.
Students are invited to take
part in the band, directed by
William Hammond, associate
professor of music at SIU-f;, or
the chorus, directed by Leah
Sims, choral director from
Murphysboro High School.
Many students participate in
both.
The camp dean of students
and visiting lecturer for the past

six years has been Arthur
Schmittler, a saxophone
specialist and the music
director for Nashville High
School in Nashville, II.
Ac,=ording to Schmittler,
students spend their mornings
in band and chorus rehearsals,
where they work on a variety of
music. Band rehearsals focus on
marches, overtures and light
show tunes while choral pieces
ra~ge from religion to pop.
Although the afternoon is free
time for use of the camDUll
recreation facilities, so'me
students audition for the jazz
band or the swing choir, which
practice during free time twice
a week. Sectional rehearsa!.s
and master classes, where
students get help with tht:ir
specific instruments, are
scheduled throughout the day.
In the evenings, students are

treated to a variety of entertainment, including a barber
shop choir concert, a college
facultv recital and their own
student recital on Friday night.
Reasons for coming to a
music camp were varied among
the students.
"I love muslc," said Ashli
Kincheloe, a seventh grade
clarinet player from Carrier
Mills. Her classmate, Michelle
Brown, said, "It's kind of boring
at home and camp is always
fun."
Jennifer Chal'ey, a seventn
grade trumpet player from
Marion described camp as
"very interesting," while Nesha
Jones, a ninth grade violinist
from Carbondale thought "it
would be fun to stay on a college
campus and play music."
See ~ll'SIC, Page 10

Sarah Rothenberger concentrates on her cornet.

Photos by
Scott Shaw
Stor:y by
Margaret
Callcott

Robert Weiss prepared the brass section for the concert at Shryock Auditorium Saturday at t p.m.
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'Gremlins' is intense and funny
Ry Margaret Callcott
Starr Writer

"llFilm

They've been cailed "E.T.
with teeth," .. Walt Disney's id"
and "mlmchkins r. born as
Hell's Angels." They're as
adorable as they are despicable
and they leave you laughing and
shaking in your shoes at the
same time.
They're gremlins, and their
life story promises to be the
most original film on the screen
this summer.
Director Joe Dante ("The
Howling," "Twilight Zone: The
Movie") combines his talent for
knocking people off in bizarre
ways with that of producer
Steven Spielberg ("ET.,"
"Close Encounters of the Third
Kind," " whose movies have
never killed a soul. to p.·oduce a
movie typical of both their
standards.
Billy Peltzer (Zach Galliga!l)
it a good kid, an asset to a
family he helps to support while
his dad, Rand !Hoyt Axton), a
largely unsuccessful inventor,
churns out Peltzer Peeler
Juice....;. Bathroom Buddies and
Smokeless Ashtrays.
During a trip to Chinatown,
Rand discovers the cutest,
cuddliest, most lovable creature
ever seen and brings it home to
Billy. A Mogwai named Gizmo
becomes Billy's loyal friend and
companion while chirping and
singing his way into the hearts
of viewers.
The E.T.-Elliott relationship
between Billy and Gizmo is a
Spielberg touch that warms our
hearts and earns "Gremlins" a

Newton set
to entertain
at Derby Day
Las Vegas entertainer Wayne
Newton will perform at 8 p.m.
on World Trotting Derby Day
Sept. 1 at the Du Quoin State
Fairgrounds for one show only.
Wayne Newton's first ap·
pearance in Du Quoin was in
1970. Since that time, he has
built an international reputation
with people who have seen him
perform in Las Vegas.
Newton has also starred in his
ABC television special "Wayne
Newton: Coast to Coast." He
also toured this country last
ye.ar, only his third tou" outside
Las Vegas in 10 years.
This concert will feature 15
foot by 20 foot live video screens
to give full coverage of Newton
for all attending the show.
Ticket prices for the Wayne
Newton COLcert are $14, $10 and
$6. The $6 seats will be available
after the $14 and $10 have been
sold. For ticket o::-ders and information, write the Du Quoin
State Fair Ticket OfClce. P.O.
Box 191, Du Quoin, ill., 62832 or
call (61'1) 542-5495. Visa and
Mas ~erCard phone orders will
be accepted.

GReview
PG rating. But with each
Mogwai come:: great responsibility, and th~s responsibility
turns out to bE more than the
modern human cal! handle.
M~w:iis can't be fed after
midnight or exposed to bright
light or water without
da ngerous results, and
naturally, they are exposed to
all three within a matter of
minutes. Water is spilled on
Gizmo and he multiplies to the
tune of five new creatures, each
p lot more mischievous than the
-st.

The creatures then feast on
the ill-fated food and
metamorphosi2.e into horrid
little gremlins, as ugly as Gizmo
is cute. One gremlin hits water
and
suddenly
they're
multiplying like "Star Trek"
tribbles.
The lfouble with gremlins,
howev2r, isn't so much their
large mumber oS their insatiable appetite ior cre-ating
chaos and killing humans. Here
is when: Dante has hi.. fun,
plowing down J1eighbors witll
tractors and sending crotchety
old Mrs. Deagle (Polly
Holliday) for the ride of her life!-

- her last ride, in fact.
Luckily for thE' human race,
the gremlins are easily
distracted from their devilry by
less harmful sources of
amusement, including a local
bar and the Disney film "Snow
White and the Seven Dwarfs."
Everyone is treated to a
showdown in the toy department
before the movie is brought to a
tearful c]u:;e, and viewers are
left witl, a moral for the story
and a warning for the future.
Though "Gremlins" tends to
be intense, slightly scary and
maybe a little gross, it's
definitely a pleasant ex·
perience. The acting is good, the
plot is interesting if not
plausible, and the creatures
themseh'e5 are unequaled by
anything ever seen on a movie
screen, .>r off one for that
matter.
If you don't like seeing the
grf'mlins eat, multiply or kill,
it's worth the money just to see
them Christmas caroling,
gettinr: rlrunk, playing poker
and break danCing. One gremlin
decked out in a trench coat and
dark glasses p.ven fla~;hes Billy's
girlfriend K:.te (Phoebe Cates)
as she desp'~rately tries to serve
the unruly oar customers.
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TONIGHT:

VIDEO LOOK-AUKE
CONTEST
Prizes & Giveaways
Beer Mugt for the first 100 people
Jackets and G~1f; Certificates

will be given m.vay.
FflEE POPCOflN

FflEE ADMiSSION

SATlJRQ,4't

Southern Illinois' Best
Dance Videos
free Popcorn

I

free Admission

In short, it's funny, touching,
and creative. What more could
the movie masses ask for'

nd • Fun Cominuet in Makanda
with Th. Starvins Artist·s Sale
~ ,., )'ClI' pc*'rtings. dt:M.4ngs.
pho#t:gq:I's a sJ.cetches. And /here's
no dspIoy fee. So tt.m )QT r.JOk info maJey.

Also voUeyball and picnic supplies
I

~.1"

II~
~~~
I

Rid. fOIr ~qci6 or

~

horse to the store &
' ··.tt
pr...ntthisClupolifor
~~'
• It.. P.psi-ColI, MoanttiJl Dew; T••II
or Or. Pepp.r,
." l

[:;r

•

I
I
I
M,e~NOA GE~E~&~.
!
----------~--------------

Bill & Cath" Connors
$644 Cash & Pnles

..

-~;;;;;;-- ~--

~

Tit/! Laend Of Tarzan

~~

~ Natlona' LamPOon',

UlCltlon

New1iCkPOissOo-CIIII. Prizes
frl.SUD
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----Campus~rre~----Park
District wil: host an ice cream
social for senior citizens in the
Carborlcale Park District f!"om
5:30 to 7:30 p.m. Monday at
Hickory Lodge, 1115 W.
Sycamore Rain date will be
Tuesday at the same times.
Give-aways, games and music
will be featured. Those planning
to attend are ask I'd to bring
lawn chairs. Free trbnsporlation is Civa!lable by
calling the Carbondale Senior
Citizen Center, 457-4151.
THE

(':\RBOSDr\LE

FR IESP-S uF thc Library \\ ill
hold a t>ook sale and !tnd public
auction :saturday at the old
Carbondale library building.
The book sale will run from 9
a.m. to 3 p.m The auction will
begin at 10 a.m. and include the
sale of surplus library furniture,
desks. shelving, equipment and
odds and ends.
K. t\~DREW West, natural

areas biologist with the Illinois
Department of Conservation.
will speak un Management of
natural areas in Southern
Illinois at a meeting os the
Southern Illinois Native Plant
Society at 7 p.m. Friday ;'j
Room 450 ('f Life Science U.
West will lead a trip gaturday to
Cave Hill in Saline f;ounty. The
society will carpool from the
Unity Point School parking lot

at 7:30 a.m. Participants are
asked to bring a lunch and wear
comfortablt! shoes.
K.-\Y RIPPEI.MEYl<:R will
present a program on "The
Religious Hi&tory of Southern
Illinois" at the monthly meeting
of the Jackson County Historical
Society at 2 p.m Sunday at
Sallie Logan Public Library,
18(111 Wainut in Murphysboro.
THE
PARKINSON'S
Educational Program of
Southern Illinois. a support
group for people with Parkinson's disease and their families,

;'~l ~:~~Ja~mc~~dat:~
video tapes from the Parkinson's Disease Foundation will
be shown. The meeting is opel'
to anyone interested in learning
more about the disease. Tiose
planning to attend are asked to
call Carol White, 549-5361, at the
clinic. Residents of other
counties may use the clinic's toll
free number.

Touch of Nature Sf't for Sl"mmer

Outdoor \vorkshops slated
8,· ('ath\" Brown
SiaHW':iter

Touch of Nature Environmental Center at Little
Grassy Lake offers a variety of
outdoor programs and
workshops for high school
students this summer.
Jerry Culen. program
coordinator for environmental
workshops, said high school
students from all over the state
will attend. Costs range from
$100 to $145 per student, but
Culen said many students will
be able 10 get sponsors to help
pay part of the cost.
The programs offered are:
--Ozark
Riverways Canoe Trip, July 29.o\ug. 3 or Aug.5-10. A canoe trip
down the Eleven Point River in

southeasl Missouri. The fee is
$145.
Natural
Resource
Utilization Workshop, July 1l-l3
or July 22-27. A Touch-oi
Nature-based program that
deals with natural resources
and how to manage and use
them. Thefeeis$1l5.
-- Environmental Ed-Venture.
July 8-13 or July 22-27. Includes
rocle cp;.lomg, rappelling,
ca"ing, orienteering, cllnoeing
and camping. The fee is $115.
-- Soil and Water Conservation
Workshop,
July
15-20.
Agricultural conservation to
help students better understand
clnd manage resources in the
farm environment. The £ee is
$120 .
-- Forestry and Wil~life
Management Workshop, July

15-20. Management techniques
and work in foreslry. fisheries
and wildlife mal'agement. The
fee is $120.
Fees COV!!f food, equipment,
lodging,
insurance,
transportation during the program
and instruction. Eight to 20
students will be on each trip.
Culen said some trips may be
cancell".:! if not enough students
sign up. A few of the trips and
workshops have already been
cancelled.
Students who are interested
should register two weeks
before a program begins. More
information is available by
writing to: Environmental
Workshops. Touch of Nature
Environmental Center, sru-c,
Carbondale. m. 62901. Or call

-rt\RJ \1'1 OP[~:OO-...i
5~161.
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THE GRAND Touring Auto
Club will host its firl't timed
autocross of the summer at the
Arena pa.rking lot Saturday.
Registration begins at 11 a.r.>.,
and racing will begin at noon.
Perso:.s desiring additional
information may call John Mills
at 529-1329.
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For the Finest in hair styling
and hair care needs
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AICK SPAINGFIELD
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HARD TO HOLD
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Varsity South Barber Shop
LASTW!EKI

Roffler of Carbondale
704 S. IIIhtois Ave.
Carbondale. III.
For Appointmant call

MICHAEL DOUGLAS

.. i..

~

f \ .'

KATHLEEN TURNER \ ' _".'
".
.'
Romancing
,,::.~
The STONE1m
.

457-6564

TWINTIITM CINTUAY·'OJC

SHOWS DAILY: 1:11 ,:.. ,:.. 7:15 9:15

If adyenture has a name, it must be Indiana JOiles.
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ROGER CORlIANP''''M,

WHAT IS
FRED'S?

WHO GOES
THERE?

fEIbINl~

A

ftnt:~1\
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Fred', isn't laid back. Fred's
isn't image. fnld's isn't plastic.
Fred's is 0 party. Fred's is a
celebration. Fred's is the fun
of a Polish wedding ex(ept
with country music.
Minen and College professors.
Single students &entire
famili... Fred. i. a pla(e
where everyone f_ls
comfortabl.. Peopl. (ome to
Fred's to caIebra1a ~ing.

WHAT DO THEY Besides 0 great tim.... Fred's
serves the food & set ups.
SERVE?
{Bring your cooler &cut (osts)
SATURDAY DANNY GRANT &-THE BLACK
MOUNTAIN BAND W/WAYNE HIGDON Oft fL.1d1e
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Study says maternity benefits on rise
NEW YORK {API - Most of
the nation's major companies
offer disability benefits to
pregnant employees, but very
few provide extentled paid
leaves, according to a survey
released Wednesday.
Catalyst, a women's research
group, said it also found an
increasing number of companies offering some kind of
"paternity benefits."
Although men and women are
offered comparable unpaid
leaves, men seldom take ad,.-~ntage of them, the group said.
Catalyst also found a "surprisingly" large number of
women a'Tanging to work part
time for a period after returning
from leave, with 60 percent of
the companies saying that

Denied check,
ang'ry woman
on 'pave' roll
TACOMA, Wash. (AP) - A
woman frustrated in an attempt
to collect her boyfriend's
paycheck jumped onto a five-ton
paving roller and aimed it at
members of a road crew, sending them running for help
before deputies subdued her,
officials say.
One member of the crew at
the Lakewood site tried to head
off the woman with his car, but
was forced to swerve away
when she pointed the giant
machine at him, said Pierce
County Deputy Tim Kobel.
A c0nstruction worker on a
smaller roller said his machine
was ra!""'med, knocking him
onto the road.
The woman's boyfriend apparently had been jailed over
the weekend and she attempted
on Monday to get his paycheck
from the road pavmg company,
Sgt. Bob Crow said Wednesday.
He said she apparently was
rebuffed.
"So she jumps on this big
roller and tries to roll over
people, " he said.
Kobel said he was working offduty (.'Ontrolling traffic at a
nearby intersection about 1: 30
p.m. when Fred DiOrio of
Ready Paving Co. ran up yelling
for help.
"There's a crazy woman
trying to kill some of my crew
with the roller," Kobel said
DiOrio told him.
Kobel said he looked down
Gravelly Lake Drive and saw a
road crew worker being chased
by the 10,OOO-pound paving
roUp.r.
Jim Adams, on the smaller
roller, was not aware of what·
was happening until he looked
up and saw the larger roller
about to ram him. Adams said
he attempted to avoid the
collision but was knocked out of
hi~ seat to the road's shoulder
by the impact.
Kobel jumped into his patrol
car and gave chase as the
barefoot woman abandoned the
roller and fled across the construction site.
Kobel said he grabbed her
once, but she squirmed out of his
grip and was getting away when
he tackled and handcuffed ber.
Tne 135-pound woman was
eventually hog-bed after sbe
attempted to kick out the
windows of the patrol ca~, be
said.
Jennifra Ann Haynes, 29,
Snoqualmie, was arraigned
Wednesday on charges of
second-degree
assau!t,
malicious mischief, reckless
endangerment and taking and
riding a vehicle without the
owner's consent, said Deputy
Pierce County Prosecutor carl
Hultman.
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option had been granted.
The study said 75 percent ri
the Cirms said new mothers
return on average within thre....
months.
"Women return to work
relatively quickly," Phyllis
Silverman, Catalyst's dirEt::tor
of career and family pla •• lling
programs, said at a new.~
confer~nce announcing the
survey's results.
The report said parental
benefits are of growing concern
to firms.
"Companies know that this is
a hot potato," Ms. Silv~rman
said. She said companii!S are
tom between the short-tern'.
problem of getting the absent
employee's work done and the
lon8-term concern of atracting

and keeping the best employees.
Forty-four percent of the
lab.,,: force is comprised of
women, and should Le 50 percent oy 1990, Catalyst said,

rh~~Cti'o~~t 1'~i1irb:~~r:!
prr:gnant at some point.
It. said it got responses from
28.7 percent of the country's top
1,000 industrial firms and 500
biggest financial and service
firms. The responses came from
aU regions of the country,
Catalyst said.
The survey founn 95 percent of
those responding oiCer shortterm disability benefits for
pregnancy and that 51.7 percent
offer extended unpaid leaves to
women while 7.4 percent offer
paid leave. About a third of

those offermg paid leave include
men in the policy.
Disability is paid leave ap
plying only to natural mothers
The Pregnancy Discrimination
Act of 1978 makes a company's
short-term disability p{Jli~'
treat pregnancy and childbirtn
as a disability.
This period spans the time
when a woman is physically
disabled by her condition, and
varies, with 63 percent of the
companies reporting five to
eight weeks, 32 percent
reporting nine to 12 weeks and 5
percent reportinJ one to four
weeks.
Compensation varies more
with the length of service than
rank, Catalyst said. And the
disability period is more often

partially paid -- by 57 percent of
the companies -- thaI: fully paid- by J9 percl':nt.

More than a third of the
companies give men some
unpaid leave compared to only 9
percent that offered some kind
:Jf paternity benefits in 1980,
Catalyst said. But when men
take leaves, they usually return
sooner than the policy reqUires,
itsai<!.
Men often do not take the
leaves, perhaps since they make
more money than their wives
and couples would lose more
financially, it said.
While many firms offer men
leaves, Catalyst said, the
companies often believe such
leaves are unreasonable.

........~

~

408 S. Illinois E(--TO~N-iGH-T-----=--~~~~1:''!
457-5551
B ou 1der Krest ~
C ~~

EAliNG PISORDERS SELF HELP GROUP
MEETING WEEKLY SfARTlNG JUNE J4, J984
CARBOND--'LE CLINIC
7:30PM T08:JOPM
$JO.OO MEMBERSHIP FEE

.RIDAY

DRINK SPECIAU Ha~py Hour 2-7
fri. Heinekens
.~

GROUP MEETINGS FOR PER!t-t)NS WITH ONE OF THE
THREE TYPES OF EATING DISORDERS:
1. ANOREXIA NERVOs.-.

3. IULEMIA

.!

•

#

4 Tasty e:ntrea to Choose From Nightly,
Coupon Expires
June 30, 1914

L-----------couPON·-··-·--,------~11I11

with $23 purchase of any
Motorcycle, parts or Accessories
during the month of June

VEGETABLE BUFFET BAR!

COME IN AND TAKE ADVANTAGE
OF OUR SUMMER SALE ON TIRES,
HELMETS AND MOTORCYCLES

ChooM frOla. __ Mltritiove '.' clrkicNa-__ lIOCoIfIon.. ..Cont. ..pHII

a.......c - - , .... brCKcoli 'n' d,"_ .............. 3

..... anoI_n.hi .. b~••• ,,", - . L .. roU.... frnhbakcd

E!..o.::':':-:::...
b$.....'
-a ..

2
..... _c........
1O!

_lIOU .....

s...-..i 40J0 10 9:00 p,M.

ClrIiI*N~"_""I'"

99

•

~.~

.....

~

-SHIRTS

A Tasty Meat Entree With The
Purchase of Our Vegetable Buffet Bar.

" __ .. pineo

-

\/IIIIV
REE~

COUPON

FIRST :N' ANEST , , . ALL YOU CAN EAT!

SOUIHERN PERFORMANCE

II-Cawasaki

!OIO E. Main. Carbondale. n62901

NewRt.13
between Carbondale and Murphysboro
Mon-Fri 9·6

Sat 9-4

687-2324

WEST ROAD

MurcIa.. St;...,ppl. . C.n....·Car.........

e Budweiser

eMolson

12pk 120z cans

6 pk 12 oz NR's

'S29

"09

e Cella
Lambrusco
Bianco
Rosato

'2

99
1.SL

~
~

No Cover
Ever!

~~SQ:::::

FREEl

,II

~
~
~

B

Whit. Russions $1.75

~ A Ii J A
S.I.'U. STUDENTS

r-

~

,

Sat. 5t, Pauli Girl '54
Tonqueroy 95c & BloCk or

2. ANOREXIA NERVOSA WITH BUlE.\\!A

FAMILY AND FRIENDS ARE ENCOUR.~GED TO
A TTEND. CALL: 549-5361, EX f. 370 FOR
FURTHER INFORMA TION.

!'I(

L
U

Big Larry & Code Blue

Sale June 15-17

eMateus
Ros' and White

'3 49

750ml

e California Coolers

e Bud Light

4 pk 120z NR's

12pk 120zcans

'3 29

'S29

_ _ _ Father's Day _ _..
Savlngsl
Wi&.on
Tennis Racquets 15% off
Up to '13 off Selected Shoes
-Tiger
Other Sale Items
-New Balance
Up to 60% off!
-Puma
SPORT ABOUT
2~3S

W. Mal., We.t Park Plaza
N •• t to New Kroger
Carbondal.
457·2623

OPEN 9:30·6:00 Mon·Sot

lOuthetn data I'YJ'teml
Southern Illinois' Most Complete Microcomputer Center

NEC Spinwriters
Silver Reed
Franklin
Prowriter
Epson
Okidata
Kaypro
Epson

Digital

Diskettes
Ribbons
Paper
Software

Furniture

Corona

NEC

University Mall
529 .. 5000

AUTOMATIC
TRANSMISSION,
NO CHARGE.
Special/or Father's Dav
(Serving llam-9pm)

1=#:2 Breakfast

97
.

.

~111'iV~

l.vvw1Ya.J
.

•

.'

T~sed Green SalOl!.
Hal ':'egetables. .
Garlic Toast or Dinner
Rolla.

!~,~~~,':~~~~!~'~: C'1

.$J19 Wr'IerI,our (')oo;elleJIer

celetraII'S'IOOceIN:r:llf'-lln
re"w(:Io~[lon.1T'f5~ ... rr~5'Gc~
Au~1( Irk.~ar

5 ,ear/5O.1IOO 1liiI,
Protection Plan.
s ~€'~s .... JOOC(l rrwes
.I'UCIle\l~

Sirloin Tips Baked Ham

Two Eggs, ':hvice Braised Sirloin
~f bacon, s~usage Tips and Mushrooms
lInks or patties, or
Served on Noodle~.
ham
lncludea Soup or .
Juice or T~sed Green Salad.
Fruit Cup. Haahed Brown
Potatoes.
English M:Ajfin, or Biscuit

Free automatic transmission
from the factory to us means we11
pass the savings on to you.

TtTaTSIlI.lOBltHIf.1YtJlI('I10yotJ
_jl)Jt>JJ'''''''C\:OlfAnes~

"""'lCl>ysle1sIJoQCeIetl"fClff

WJT.e5 IrIS! llmlH!d
rower

*Jfr~lle'.)0tlenQ'!le

IlamarX'CUfCfOO:'!V'U5"I'trOt.~

OedJ.JclJf1Italllllles.J~lhf~[I'1

Baked ham
with pineapple
ling

f'ICitJOe'ileasesSef'iovl
1le31ef kJfdeti!llS

Soup or Salad.
Whipped Potatoes
or Yams. Hot
Vegetables. Dinner
Rolla and Butter,

EachAlsolncludes: choice of pie,
chocolate cake or ice cream, and
choice of Coffee, Tea, Regular Milk
or Soft Drlnk.
95
1915 W. Sycamore
Carboildale
each

$4

P;h: 457-7196
"Friendliest Service & J3est Coffee in Town" 24 hrs a day

AnesKlIOfectlOnlstJUtl"Ctm

CELEBRATE NOW!
!TAKE DElIVEII1' 8' JUlIE _ ,

Smith Dodge Inc
1412W. Main St.
Carbondale,IL ph: 457-8155

""dont ijet hom any Othef
~,!J 11'1

ItS ClaSS

m
AN

,Vu:RlCA1V
• • • •. RElVLl"lION

IUCall UP'OM WID
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huction Of evidence
could be real 'steal'
8yJerrWilkinson
Stair Writer

F'or those who are tired of
walking, don't have a radio or
may need some miscellaneous
item, the Carbondale Police
Department may be of help.
This Saturday at noon, the
police will auction off all of the
bicycles,
radios
and
miscellaneous junk that has
=~tC!~ing up over the past six
Most of the iter.!s are bi::ycles
that have been abandoned. lost
or recovered after burglaries
and not claimed, said Don
Robbins, evidence custodian. In
the past, some discriminating
bike riders have obtained top-of·
the-line ten-speeds for as little
as $75 to $100. A functional
bicycle for those with more
Staff Photo by Stephen Kennedy moderate tastes can be had for
as little as $25 to $60 while a
City Evidence CUlltndlan Dfln Robbins shoW!! some of the bikes to be auctioned on Saturday.
beater for the struggling college
student may be purchased for

next to nothing.
The auction is held by the
police every six months to clean
out their evidence room and
raise some money for the city.
The auction generates about
$700 to $1,200, which is deposited
in the city's general fund.
All property up for auction
will be sold to the highest bidder
as is. Full cash payment is
required at the time of purchase
and all sales are final. No
checks will be accepted.
.
The auction will be conducted
by the Hunter Auctioning
Service and will be held at the
Community Center Building. 607
E. College St. Inspection of the
items begins at 11:30 a.m.
Saturday and t..e auction will
begin at noon.
Robbins said that in addition
to bicycles, items to be auctioned include clothing. car
radios, fire extinguishers,
backpacks and lots of .. just
plain junk. "

~,,\\\ ,\ ""/1111///~~

MUSIC: Fun
hits high note

~'\

Continued from Page 5

Dr. Brian E. Woodard

Scott Gann, a ninth grader
from Sparta, said simply, "I
lIke to sing," and Nate Folwell,
a trombone player from Alton
who attended the camp last
year, said, "I learned a lot and
lots of my friends are here."
Another motive for coming to
music camp was expressed by
Nadja Hurt, a saxophone player
from East St. Louis, who said,
"My music teacher wanted me
to."
Her sentiment was echoed by
three boys from Urbana: Brent
Bartell, a percussionist, Kevin
Sage, a tuba player and Tim
Spear a trombonist.
A free concert will be given by
the band and the chorus at 1
p.m. Saturday in Shry~k
AuditOrium. The public is invited to bear Southern's own
"musical youth" show off the
results of a week of hard work at
music camp.
A similar camp arrangement
for senior high schl)()l students
will be held July 8-14, with the
addition of piano and orchestra
training.

CHIROPRACTOR

OFFICE 161815294545

9.., ApDOlnrment
604 Eastgale DtJ"'''

Hours

PO 80.3424

~'

,

I(~'-:-<J

c~~ ..

F.st Lunch Delivery //,

Quatro', now dell"er, during /~
the lunch hour,startlng llam. / "

%':""~ For faat lunch delivery call 549.5326.

~ ~~ tlEEI'·P4IN

Pizzi

/j~

k~

~

Houra:

; Ol"'own
"4S.111
C'''ale
I
457-3113

M-Th 11.12
'·Sat 10-1
Sun 1.11

:

... Moo tJuk K_ I, an Ancl.." Martlo' Art olm.d at cl.v.1op.... ..H-c:onfldenc:.. humility ond vlrtuoue choroct.. In I..

:='w':tt!'oo;'t.lQ,.,~::=c::..s.t!.:'=

01 monIclnd.
.... AIddo ~ ...... circular _
........ otIocbr',
• own ,to-.ngth agol",' hlmMlf.
...C, i~lo'ion/Regi.'ro'ion:
Thundery. Ju".14. 7p.m.
... Beginning Cia.... :
stu R.r.a'ion C.n.... Room 158
" .Inlarm..!iola &
Monday. W&dnMdoy. Friday
Advanc..! Clo••es:
Ev.ninp. 6:3Op.m.·8:3Op.m.
Ev.nl"ll cia.... to "... Aikido cr...... :·
anounc«!.
...YouthCl_lo-ll>

Amstel

6 pk btls

$3.991

6pkbtls

$3.992

6pk

$2.83~

Sponsor..! By Siudan! Rec. Canla,

Open To Students. Faculty & Community
For More Information Call 529-5641

NlmH"f
3PN-tAM
50 ~ Balch Drafts
S2.50 Balch 'Itchen
70e Clln • Tonic

~~
~@@a)]1)~
IMPOIlT SPECIAL
6-9,,,,
MOOSEHEfiD
BEER

'Sc

I

SI'~~

12 pk cans

~

-e
iii
~

12 pk btl

~
SauzaGold750ml
~.
I~-~

$4.81
$4.81

=
=
~

1

$6.38;

Wolfschmldt $3.79~
Vodka 750ml

Cella 750ml $1.99··,
~ Gallo Varlet!ll
-= .
';

t-"_~nes ~$4~:S
-- _
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ACROSS
I
6
10
14
I5
16
17
18

Notc~

Scr ..m
Sore cover
Shack
Luau dance
Therapy
The end
Jacob's
brother
i;) Impulse
20 Contribute
22 Great Lake
24 WIld animal
26 Lower
27 Sound
31 Rob 32 NY city
3,Jullra 35 CombIne
38 Grasslands
39 Made pIes
40 Venture
4 I Flight
42 Oregon city
43 Color
44 BIg - . Cal
45 Company VIP
47 Black eyes
51 Layer
52 - bacon

54 Favor
58 Sunday
punch
59 Black
6 I Val~lIa's lano
62 r;athn"
6':, All roads lead
to64 HabItual
65 ParasitIc
eggs
66 Goulash
67 Game bords

Todays
Puzzle

By Carys Edwards
Staff Writer

Puzzle answers
are on Page 13.

DOWN
1 NOI bare:oot
2 lIa;'an lake
3 Bakery unIt
4 Finerres
5 HIgh Sporlts
6 Pronoun
7 Tobacco
chaws
8 Vocally
9 Meddled
10 Move qUIckly
tl Eve. Marie or
Pierre
12 Toronto
'"olballers
13 Beverages

Broadcasters spend 5 weeks
in Mexico filnting docmnentary

21
23
25
27
28
29
30
34
35
36
37
39
40

TIme period
Epic verse
MaritIme
Drumbeat
Athena
Squad
Enloyed
Fo,give
Remain
Hence
Wapiti's kin
Obstacles
Lessen

42 Appealed
43 SteIn
44 Rattraps
46 Split
47 Contemn
48 Asian capitat
49 Clumsy
30 Clog
53 Alaska city
55 Chimney
56 Greek letters
57 Rhonchus
60 Original

Oaxaca for four weeks and in
Mexico City for one, but crew
memlJ'!rs also hope to visit other
areas. Oaxaca has two important Clrch,Il''''iogical sites,
Jt)hnson said.
Plans are for the documentary to be one hour long. It will
be broadcast on WSIU-TV,
Channel 8, Johnson said. A
Spanish version will also be
made for airing in Spanishspeaking areas of North
America and Latin America.
Johnson hopes t(l enter the
program into TV competitions.

Equipped with television
cr :leras and a Spanish translation book, 13 members of the
Radio-Television Department
and Broadcasting Service are in
Mexico for five weeks to
produce a TV documentary on
the lives of the Mexican people.
Bill Johnson, radio-TV instructor; Dave Camrbell,
production manager 0
the
Broadcasting Service and
eleven radio- TV students new to
Mexico last wl~kend to
document how I\'exicans
prepare themselves for various
careers in their country, said
Johnson, who heads the crew.
Because of Mexico's archaeological and historical
importance, tourism is one of
the country's largest resources,
Johnson said. "We'll look
specifically at how people are
trained for the tourist industry."
The expectations parents and
childr~n have for their future
will also be ~xamined, he added.
The crew will be based in

said. Une is tor the studeni.3 to
gain TV field-produdion experience. The other is to learn
about and begin to understand
another culture. Students will
also be able to learn how to deal
with TV cross-culturally,
Johnson said, which is important "if you think about how
TV is becoming more international." Three crew
members, including Johnson,
can speak both English and
Spanish.
Students will earn three
credit-hours for the projf"Ct. The
trip will cost betwf!en $16,000
and $17,000, Johnson said.

The project has two emphases
of efI" .. 1 importance, Johnson

Beat the Heatl
Have your cor air-conditioner checked out early
TUNE UP FOR VACATION NOW_

We also do all other auto repairs.
(hre1.. battenes .•,'-)

529.9315

. WISTOWN SHILL
Rt. 13 West (next to McDonald's)

TJ's Discount
L quors Sal.
t 2M •• MA..
"Th. Cold•• t _ r In Town"

California Coolers

Continental safe, officials say
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
head of the "(o'ederal Aviation
Administration, rebutting
charges that his agency is not
adequately investigating safety
violations at Continental
Airlines, said Thursday "a long,
grueling, intensive look" at the
airline has shown it to be safe.
Donald Engen, who took over
the FAA last March, testified at
a hearing of a House subcommittee where the president
of the pilots union charged
Wednesday that the FAA was
c~~~fn~~~f safety violations at
The Airline Pilots Association
and Continental have been
embroiled in a bitter labor
dispute since last September,
Nhen Continental reorganized
its operations, fired two-thirds
of its workers and slashed
salaries of remaining employees. After the pilots went on
strike, Continentaf began hiring
new pilots.
"Charges have been made
~t Continental is unsafe," said
Engen. "I disagree,"
He said that since last September FAA inspectors in 19
cities haVE: conducted more than
1,000 inspections of the carrier
covering flight oprations,
maintenance, ramp departure
procedures and training.
Asked by Rep. Cardiss

BOOK
... •
& IUI.IC AUCIICN
c:l Lbay FuniUe
At the Old C'IlcE N::i1C
LbtIy. 3)4 W. WaIrut
9-3pm. BookSale
1<bm. Auctioo
Sat.,J~l6.

Collins, D-III., the subcommittee chairman, to
respond to charges by the pilots
union that the FAA was
covering up safety violations,
Engen said he would not stalld
for any such cover-up.
"I am convinced the FAA
<inspection) effort has been a
sincere one ,.. and along the
right lines."

1 JEggOnat
IN 1OoSI1&.ftlbngt- ••••••••••••• $2.9S

1
2.............
3. .....

C.1Iom
__
5
._ 7
8 _
6. boccn

9 musIwoorn

12 pack cans

$2.99

$2.99
!

12 pack cans

$4.72

E<ltChodd.
E<ltHam
Chodd..5auMgt

litr'I,!

Gordon's Vodka

CRISTAUOOS

1 ScrlaInSr.-'" •••••••••••••••••••• $.] 15

2 I>Ib ll«..,.Clwddar &"91< ••••••••••• S21>5
3 GnlIodHam&SWOO•••••••••••••••• $21>5

BAKERY & RESTAURANT

STUFFED BAKERS
SFRVED \\11TH SOUP AND SAlAD
IIma;. . CIwddoo •••••••••••••••••• $2!!5
B8Q_ ......................$285
B.sI<.r.B.IMr •••••••••••••••••••• $2<15
MAlt cream, ba.::un Ie ch.s.

5 Tuna SaladonWtWl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$245
6. Chicken Salad on WfW .............. " .$2.45
7 V_Pl .....!JWICamOIo .............S2<15
8 Bai<GllSub .....................$2115
9 T.... Tudocy ••••••••••••••••••••$2 85
10 RaMIBNt.~ •••••••••••• .$3z..~
II SlyTun."Sub . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$285
12. T..... C'-T_ ...............$2-15

13(~

~

$3.99

Creatively

4 Poiltb... ~t ••••••••••••••••••••• $2b5
lbu<gor kta,I " .....,

TUI'U·BL:Rt;I:R

~

750ml

!

. ~:

FROM mE G8U+

3. 3 B.xon or 2 SauMgl. E!IIl'.
Hamt Fftb. Toast or 8bcuH...... .$2.40

5 BtscuItSendwEh............. $1.30

.~-~~~.

SANDWICHES
wid,ips &. pickle

2. Sa1aIn5_.Eggs. Homof-.
Toaslor8dcull •••••••••••• $305

4 JEggo._F..... T""" ...
8Iocuol •••••••••••••••••• $I50

Weidemann's

4 pack

Miller'. Lite

BREAKFAST

June 15-17

QUICHE
served with soup and salad

s..o-o- ............... .$3.I:.
_0wId0r
••••..•......••S3.I.

u....······· ........... · ..S3.IS

Alono ••••••••••••••••••• • •• SI95

HOMEMADE SOUPS
ANYONE FOR A BAGEL?

&o.l

$135

~:::::~~

-.....

BagralwtthCNbllld'as.t •••••••••••• 5.-950

cmamon_

,

6. , - - , _ . . . . . . . . . S2.7!

~

ow-.

7 8Iocuo...nd_Gnwv ••••••••• $.90
""... 5auMgt •••••••••••••• $11iO

ON A LARGE CROISSANT
served with fresh fruit

__ mon_ .....

14 CMfornIeCrotssaru ................. .J2 75
8~P_

ShorISIack •••••••••••••••• Sl2D
ToiIS<acJ. •••••••••••••••••SI70

""""IS

&
15 HMnandSwlssCraswnt ••••••••••• 12-75
_
............ hom&_

............ .s2.75

Grwk Sahel ....................... S2_4S

TacoSa&ed ••••••••••••••••••••• $2.45
••••••••••••••••••••• 5245

CJ.I~

V_SoroulSolod •••••••••••••••• SI75
LunchocnSolod . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $125
Sodoc...SoIod ••••••••••••••••••• $.1iO

-

0cubI0C'-8agoI •••••••••••••• $1.9S
.--~

............

chIdciw.<nCWl.Juno;IOI

c:Npo&pI<kIo

Tun..PIa!lt ••••••••••••••••••••• $2.55

a-PIote •••.•••••••••••••••• S2.i>&

16. =~'::;;,

Mon.-Fri. 7AM-5:3OPM
Saturday 7AM-4PM

9 ThtckSbclldFrwnchToul ........S150
10. ~Of8ranMutfln••••••••••.ss
11 lMgI'CrtJlboSntGnIed ••••••••• S 75

STUFFED CROISSANT
served with soup and salad

HOMEMADE DRESSINGS

F_.

la_.u.-,I
......
!iIdnr'!I1.OCO. _
_ s.so

Murdale Shoppinp Center
Carbondale, IL 62901

1!roacI>a- .................S315
5p0n0d>_ •••••••••••••••• J;!15
Alono •••••••••••••••••••••••• $1.95

CARRY OUT 529·4303
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Advertising teorn takes second in 'competition
B"80bTita

The SIU·C team was one of 15
to aJvance to the final com·
petiti0l1 after taking first place
tn disttict competition by
beating te.Jms from schools
from Michigar., Indiana and
Illinois. Winning the district and
competing nationally were both
firsts i . SIU·C advertising
stlJdents. The finals were held
June 2 in Denver.
William "Butch" Nevious, the
team's faculty ~dviser, said the
second-f)lace finish was good for
the School of Journalism and ills
advertising program because

~.affWriter

A team from the SIU-C
chllpter of the American Advertising Federatioh t:.-ok
second place at V:e AAF
national studerll advertising
competition. Winners were
chosen from the best advertising campaigns developed
for Tandy·Radio Shack's TRS80 microcomputer.
Texas Tech finished first,
University of Bridgeport was
third anj! Iowa State fourth.

the students were observed by
advertising professionals "from
Hawaii to New): ork."
Three of the five judges for
the competition were Tandy·
Radio Shack Corp. executives.
The rules cailed for teams to
develop a 12-month advertising
campaign for the TRS·So~omputer while staying within a
$20 miIJion budget. The cam·
paigns were targeted at senior
and middle managers.
Each campaign included
research on the product ard
company, a plan for emcient

and effective use of media, a
creative advertising strategy
line! sales promotion objectives. '
Nevious said one problerr.
uncovered during research was
Tandy·Radio Shack's image as
a hobby elt:Ctronics company.
"Peopll' didn't take Tandy·
Radio Shack serio'..iSly, " he said.
Calling themselves ScuL'lern
Outlook Advertising, the
students from SIU-C suggested
redesigning the company's logo
to downplay Radio Shack's
hobby store image

Nevious said the students
began working on the campaign
in February.

LA ROMfrS PIZZA
$1.00 off

Pets & Supplies Of All Kinds
Mon.-Sot. 10-6

By Morgan Falkner
Reclamation work has begun
on the abandoned Pyramid
Mine, located about five miles
south of Pinckneyville, by the
Abandoned Mined Lands
Reclamation Cound.
The mine is one of over 700
ab~.ndoned
Illinois mines
determined by the state to be
!!ither a safety or environmental
lazard, ar.cording to Julie
uutton of the reclamation
council.
Dutton said that the present
reclamation project, which will
cost an estimated $167,000, will
probably be completed within
two weeks. Acidic drainage,
Dutton said, is the primary
reason for reclamation of the
mme.
The c)uncil will attempt to
complete work on about 30 to 35
abd ..dontd mines this year,
Dutton explained. bringing the
total number of reclamed mines
through the project to 130.
Dutton added that the number
of recIamed mines to be worked
on would be limited by the funds
available - $11.5 million for

;a

Delivery

32 oz. Coke FRII

6~a·549-7211

with t.I.lIvery of .......all
or medium pl:r.~a

Murdale Shopping Center
Carbondale, Illinois

with lar,e or X-Iar,e

Stafl Writ.er

64 Oz. Coke FRII

-529-1344-

L ________ ________________ ___ J
~

~

The
Luthern Student
Center
and
(hopei of Soint Paul
The Apostle
700 S. University. ('dole
Rev. Hillord K. Ranta
Campus Pastor
549·1694
Sundoy Schedule:
Worship ond Holy Communion
Bible/Topic Study Hour

10:.0t5a.m.
11:00 a.m.

After Ilia service, you're inv;,ed to join us in the lounge
for coffee. teo, fruit drink, ond conversation.
The Luthergn Center IS open everyday. You're welcome
to drop b'f to visit, relax in the lounge. or use the library
'or study anytime.

1984.

The reclamation council
operates through and is funded
by the Office of Surface Mining,
a branch of the Department of
the Interior. Funding for such
.,rojects has been steadily increased over the last two years,
Dutton said, and the council is
hopiJIg that $15 million will be
earmarked for 1985.
Dutton cited ignorance of the
environmental dangers DOSed
by al>cmdoned mines during
turn-of·the-century operation~
as the reason a large number of
mines have been deemed
dangerous.
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CELEBRATE THE END OF
THE FIRST WEEK OF SCHOOL
TONIGHT AND WITH TJ.'S KNOCKOUT HAPPV
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HOUR PRICES 3pm- 8pm
315'5. lilinoi.
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Abandoned mine
deemed hazard;
reclamation begun
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Presentation 0: the campign
counted for 50 of the 100 pointl1
possible in the competition.
The presentation team from
SIU·C consisted (If Bill SaJ7man
of Marion; Karla Everdmg of
Redbud: Lisa Tecklenburg of
Du Quoin; Tom Slim of Mount
Prospect; Lee Zobrist, of
Highland; and alternate Frank
Masuga of Casey, who " also
president of the SIU·C chapter

~~~l)I~··'tF.(.
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SASRIN-ROSSINS ~
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A gala fe" .. a' SI;>,,,ng all 0' IOU'

lounta.n -'eal, ,n 31rJertui "ave",

•
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•
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Murdafe Shopping Center

•

11 am-t Opm 7 days a week 549-5432

•

• r----coupon----"'T'"-- --coupon o_ _ _, .
Isuy two dips ot icel Buy One S,mdae ot the • •
-rcrearn and get 0 third ~egular Price and Getl
• ,
dip
• Second at Y, Price
I
FREE.

I

e
I'
.e

•
• Murdale
Ex~ires I Murdole
Expires •
Only
June 20th I Only
Ju". 20th • •
•• I.L.. __________
..a..
With Coupon
I _______
With Coupon.. __ •• •
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'Pogo-stick' probe tests Illinois soil
MONTICELLO (AP) -- Scott
Martin It:dps on his steel probe
like a pogo-stick, driving it five
feet into the earth t(l discover
secrets of the soil locked away
for thousands of years.
The probe produces a long
cylinder of compacted soil as it
is withdrawn fr4.'m the field of
young corn in Platt County.
The color of the top soil, the
amount of clay and the sandy
layer deposited by a glacier all
give Martin clues to identify this
soil from 500 types found in
IllinOIS.
Scientists like Martin produce
a comprehensive ~ail profile
essential to farmers, builders,
miners and planners.
The data is useful to anyone
who must know exactly what is
beneath t•• e surface and "how
that soil will behave under
certain circumstances," said
state soil scientist Earl Voss.
He directs the soil mapping
work in Illinois for the U.S. Soil
Conservation Service. So far,
detailed soil surveys have been
completed in 64 of Illinois' 102
counties.
The new edition of "Soils of
Illinois" - produced by the Soil
Conservation Service and the
University of Illinois -- contains
the latest details in map and
narrative form.
Voss said that by 1991, modern
soil surveys shoald be complete
in the 20 counties being done
now, and in 18 counties where
work has not ilegun. It can cost
more than $500,000 to map a
county, with federal, state and
local jurisdictions sharing the
expense.
The process takes up to six
years and depends on the ex-

perience of people like Martin.
They may drive their probes
into the ground 10,000 times
before a count v map is complete.
"You have to fine-tune your
eyes," said Martin, rolling a
clump of damp soil between his
finyers.
Color is important in defining
a type of soil. Martin holds a
piece of dirt up to a card that
looks like the color chart
customers take home from a
paint store.
"Mousy gray might mean one
thing to me and something else
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SALE
$15
PAIR

tJ~

Genuine
~
Ean:ings.
.in
Sterling

Si!ver!

Southern Illinois Gem Company
207 W. Walnut C'dale 457.

He peers through a clinometer

to determine the slope, and

notes the erosion
teris ics in the field.

chara<:-

BREAKFAST!
SPECIAL
Z EGGS. HRSH BROW"S

CANS
~111~_.-.nIftlllalIllllllI _ _ lIIIIIItIln"I_111I1l

Soands Like Good ""ws

$51~2K

:'1

i MICHEWB

N.R.

Regular or Light

Gt

BOTILES

Penny Plncher Prlcel
RegulClr or Light

PICIce CI J line
D.E. dCllllfleei
for" elClYS Clnel
aet S1.00 off.

Women's Caucus
lecture slated
"The PrOM'Jtion of Women's
Issues in the Community and
F(';minist Studies on Campus"
will be the topiC of a lecture
sponsored by the SJU-C
Women's Caucus from noon to
1:30 p.m. Monday in the Student
Center Thebes Room.
Sandy Rives, president of the
Coles County Coalition Against
Domestic Violence, and Sharon
Bartling, professor of English
and former chairwoman of the
Women's Studies Council at
Eastern Illinois Univtorsity, will
be the speakers.

to you," said Martin. assigning
the proper numerical code from
the color chip to his soil sample.
"This way, a guy in Maine
knows exactly what color I
mean."
To the untraint:d eye, all of
this field looks ;JUke. But,
Martin Quickly differentiates
the better-dratned Camden soil
from the Sexton found in a lower
spot.

..

JACK DANIELS
Black Label

-no.baIIMII ad. oilly
-merchandlle for lale
(no rental or lervlce adl'
-ailitelftl prlc... nol
loe.ce'" SlOG
-ad InGllllart on Taelda,.,
JaneZ'.

~

JOnEZ6-29

$7 99
750ML

canathanMist $4 89

750ML

Canada at its best.

LEINEN

$17~2

I
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'\NEW
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?Z:;
NEW
[OCATION

S25 S. ILL. P+lE

.

11YOLT

1811.sms
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TO PIT MOST
MOTORCYCLE IlAltIS

06 VOlT SIZES FROM sa.91
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flai1y fgyptian
..Classlfled Informatlo,.. Rates
(3 line minimum, app.oxir.lately
I:; words)
One Day-55 cents per line, per
day.
Two Days-SO cents per line, per
day.
Three or Four Day5-44 cents
per line. per day.
Five thru Eight Days-39. per
line, per day.
Ten thru Nineteen Days-33
cents per line, per day.
Twenty or More Days-27 cf'nts
per line. per day.
All Classified Advertising l':.ust
be typed and processed before 12:00
noon to appear in next day's pu~
lication. AnythIng processed after
12:00 noon will go in following day's
publication.
The Daily Egyptian unnm be
responsible for more than one
dav's Incorrect insertion, Advertisers are responsible for
checking their Ildvertlsement for
errors. Errors nol the fault of the
advertiser which lessen the valu""
of Ihe advertisement will be pJ..
justed. If your ad appears incorrectly. or if you wish 10 cancel
your ad, call 331>-3311 before 12.00
Dno;n for cancellation in tlle next
day's Issue,
Any ad wh:ch is canct'!!ed before
,xpiration will be charged a $2.00
ervice fee. Any refWld I.Dlder $2.00
will be forfeited due to !!".., cost
of necessary p?perwork.
No ads wi I! be mis-classified.
Clas.~!fled advertiSing musi be

:~~~~,::::~~~~o~r=.e
\~~

FORSALI

t

1973

1P80 RABBIT DIESEL, Silver,

~~~!~~f, C~~~~g4 spe~~'c!11~~~
mechanical condition. Looks
great. $3,600 or best offer7t~t:~~
DATSUN 610. 1973. Blue. Good
mechanical condition. Runs great.
Good mileage. $785. 457-8306 after 5
pm.
7263Aal58
STATIONWAGON.
DODGE
PO LARA. 1973. Gold. Very good
body. Clean interior. Runs smooth.
New battery. Great for travelingcamping. $825. 457-8306 af~~rs8
1974 PORSCHE 914, 1.8. Con-

~~b~~da:~~e f~sse~~(t~~;~:
Only 59,000 miles. ~ust see to
appreciate. Call 549-141l5'7089AaI62

1978 CB75GK,

Wir.J·

~~k~~~: 10~,a~~lesW~}~ ::i~~f

529-4787 after 6 pm.

7130Ac162

1976 KAWASAKI KZ400 Backrest,
roadbars, new battery, shocks,
c~in and sprockets. $6007~~~fc~~2

•

Part. and S.rvlc.. ]

'I> Mile South of the Arena

5.c9·0531

Free Cooling System
&
Air Conditioning Diagnosis
Complete Automotive Service
HUFF'S
•
Radiator & Auto Center
..
315 W. Willow
Carbondale, IL

I_

We Specialize In

....k.Work
&

'r.nsnd.lon Work
Man-Fri 8om-5pm
Call tar an appointment

I

1979 SUZUKI, GSJOOO L model,
Wir,djammer, backrest, 6000 mi.
like new. Garage kept. $2000. Call
after 5pm. 1-833-4366.
6394Ac162
.0 KA W ASAK I KZ
400. New
~X~U~!!~n~~'?29-~~ tire.
6831Acl58
1984 HONDA XR350R, Excellent
(.'undition, MtlSt sell, $1300, 5494507.
7026Acl58
1982 SUZUKI RM250Z, Must sell.
$HlOO, 549-4507.
7025Acl58
1978 400 CC Honda Hawk, model T1. 1 owner, 4600 actual miles.
E~cellent condition. 996-3253.
7078Acl58
1982 HONDA 650 Nighthawk. Case
f~d:57~~. screen, 1~~~~fs2
1971 HONDA CB350 14,000 mi. Good
condition. After 6:00 457-4571 or
549-2314. $300 (negotiable)
7097Acl58

Real E.tat.

~m:~'ms2 Q~\~~h;~~, hb~rh~JI

Some financing
8(,7-2554.

availab~e.
$48.500.
B6614Adl60

ALTO PASS. 3 bedroom 2 baths

~~i~. 0~5~~di~iJ~~a~~ ~~~

payment. 893-2900, 893-2340 or
weekdays 536-75;5.
B6il30Ad176

Mobil. Hom ••
TWO MOBILE HOMES: 12x60,
$5,000 and 12x50, $4,500. Both in

Ir~uJ~ 1~~:I::;~~e~5=' o~~~
5550.

B6603Bel66

::'C:sF~~.4 ~II\i~~~ut~It~~
pm.

71l0Aal59

i973 FORD GAl AX!E. 500, 2 door,
autoulatic, V-8, $S5O. 549-7223.
7278Aa158
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I

COME VISIT OUR
USED & DEMO
EQUIPMENT ROOM

II

AIR CONDITIONERS 5000 btu $95.
10,000 btu 5175., 21,000 btu, $185. All
in good condition. 529- 35fOli2Afl59

On The Island
715 S. UniversIty
549-15f-i

A_.

BLACK & WHiTE $16/MO

SALE
New & Used TV's
TV Repair-Free Estimates

I' .

Across From 710 Bookstore

11

EI.ctro"l"

54x12 FRONT KITCHEN. Carpet
in living room and hall. 2 bedroom,
kitchen ap~liances. Underpinned,

~!t~~e l?u~ ~r~:tJ~~~ ~r:s~J

days, 549-3002 after 5 P'W6s19Ael64

I

D

STEREO

SABIN AUDIO
We'" beat any price in town
10K SA 90

715 S.llIlnol. A_. "
457-7009

A-l TV

Tavern, go 3 miles. 549-4978.
.
72fr1Af072

$2.25
$2.50

MAXELL UDXLlIIJO
MAXELL UDXLIIS90
$3.00
TEAC METAL 90
M.OO
N.w AI Turnt.bl..

THE AUDIOSHELF __

InStode
ALL HOME CASSETIE DECKS

21%-3'% Off l.t.1I
NAD
SONY
HA'LlR
ACOUSTIC IISIARCH
YAMAHA
DUAL".S. AUDIO
HAIIMAN/KARDON
...ICA
NAKAMICHI
OIADO
ANDMANYOTHIR . .ANDS

OPENEVERYDAYBam-8pm

I·

RENT AND TRAIN your own
borse. S25-mo. with option to buy.
Pasture included. 17.000 acres of
trails. 4 horses. 2 and 3l-ear old
~~~. horse blends. ~~2:ltl~~

USED SETS
For Sale & Rental

Pidc'. Electronics

FREE

KITTENS

DESOTO.

~:l\0:6~-iI;J"e~~~rn~~ ::!~:i

549-4133
Next fo Pick's liquors.

:t

OLD ENGLISH SHEEPDOG
puppies, "'KC, $1:>0. 68i-~AbI59

rv&Stereo
RerA!r

L-_~Lew_is_p_a_rk_Ma_I_1_ _....

'.t, and Suppll.. ..

PROFESSIONAL
DOG
GROOMING. All breeds. 549-3067.
Reasonable rates and Tender
Loving Care.
5223Ahl59

1313 Sauth St.

~SIIORO, tl

IM-3771

UNDER THE BIG TENT
JUNE 14th, 15th. & 16th
..:>NlY
Southern Ill1nol. Honda
Hhwy.13Ea.t,Carbondal.
549-7397

$7.95

I-JV_C_O-_s_o_n_i_T_'1_20
___
$7_._95---4

12x65 SET up. Un- I';:==========~
~JrJ.nc'i:11::r~.m, ne1~ft~~4 I,

~~ ~~~st\:~r. 't:1I 34i.=

7HIAal59

::~:E

Soni '_-7:;0

BARGAIN.

""ore Used Paris & Accessories Than Ever Before
Fr. . Hot Dog & Lemonacle

1975 FORD PINTO. One owner,

$2.19
52.35

TRAVEL TRAILER FOR sale.
549-55uII or 549-0264.
7044Afl64

----.JI _

Southern lIIinoi. Honda
8th Annual Yard Sale

after 6 pm.

, "~. ,

541Ft.

~~~;~:~

~rn~tur:'~~tb &a~~'ig!~lW?

4 BEDROOM HOUSE. Could be

II

:~~~~:i~on

JENNY'S ANTIQUES AND Used

CARTERVILLE, DUPLEXES,
GOOD rental and tax shelter.
Made by with small down
payment. 529-1539.
B7093Ad174

.oS N, III. A..!57-W6 c.,......... I.
--_. -

.~~.:M
__ES

'Laundramat

SpeokerWire

TDK SA 90
Maxel! UDXL90

$251MO.

TWO BEDROOM HOUSE, central
heat, city water, Makanda. $12.000.
684-6274.
B6529AdI70

We are a Wagn... 8rake Shop

CALL 549-300J

Il
'-*:I
.Mj'O'"1"1'-L"E;'-KI

RENT NEW COLOR TV'S

1..- - - - - - - - - - - - - .

AUTO REPAIR

SALE

OLIVETTI CORRECfING ELEC
typewriter, $125, hardly used, send
~:'"JJ!imfa~~ne to PO Bf~41m9

549·5422
KRACK'S

SUMMER
SEMESTER

M-r-.c-.-II-a-n.-o-u-.----,]

Hel",.", n ... ,
Motorcycl. Ace_I. .
At R_.onabl. Prle..

I

B6S56Ab174

Motorcycl..

SALE
12.50 2 8R 1969 $1000
1968 ~!::oo
1970 $16Ot
1969 $2000
I968S2200
12.60 J8R 1970 $3700

[r---

\'G

:ti;~SI::'. Ca\1529-~:t.~~ram

1976 MAZDA 808, excellent con-

-J

HONDA

1973 CHEVY NOVA 307, ps, ac.
runs greal, excellenl engine. new
parts. 5675, 529-4964. nigh~f33Aa 167

I

some day service. and ofter
free estimates with a 90
day warronlee, Like that
someone you know. call
Allen's T.V. anti Save.
.... 549·5936
Allen..i
. . 403 S Graham
..

7112Ae159

FOR SALE PARK Estate Mobile
Home-·lOx52. Very good condition.
new furnace. 997-6iOO, 7J 15Ael60

SUZUKI DSIOO DIRT-road bike
like new, $325. 893-1.956. i127 Acl60

1979 BLACK SHADOW Trans Am,
Excellent shape Need to sell by
the end of summer school. Tel. 5291944.
7131Aal77

1-%7-4611.

Arter 8 pm.

1973 HONDA 150. Ran gr~at the
last time it was driven. Needs
battery. $7s. Call 1-893-4088.
B7280Acl64
1981 SUZUKI GS 55OT; black. new
tires and shocks. exc. condo
ftlexifairinf' adj. backrest and
~¥.age rae avail.. $12~I~X~~

miles, 4 dooJr, automatic, power,
air, AM-FM. S800 O. B. O. 457-8656.
7296Aal63

~li~~i~: ~lf ~o~:~J!~:~e~4:°a~i

~~i.en~;p~~sef~~~~~:r:i~Tie:

~~~~t't;Ci:J'C~iu~t~~I~I~49.0$510~{O

.J'oc:

73 AMC AMBASSADOR V8, 74.000

ALTERNATORS &. STARTERS
rebuilt. Lowest prices in Southern

1Ox50 TRATLER for sale. $2,500.
684·6274. For sale or rent.
B661Me174

d
~monHO~P\n p4OOC~ .
~~~o
negotiable. Call :fs7--I634 morn. or
after 10:30 pm.
7:l!18Acl65

1974 VW SUPERBEETLE. Red
with white spoke wheels. New
engine, battery, tires. $1200. 8932956.
7125Aal60

PONTIAC GRAND AM, 1974. 400

6i95Aa 158

687-2324

'75 CHRYSLER NF:W Yorker
Brougham Loaded. Good condition. 52.000 miles. $1600. Phone
457-5209.
7138Aa 162

~ss~e~-.t~~wer. If~~A!~~9

~Xi!dy~l~a~~~~e>f' ¥~~i[:

SOUTHERN PERfORMANCE
KAWASAKI
NewRt. U

VEGA WAGON. 1975. Rebuilt. runs
well. $650. 529-1920.
7120Aa159

New Auto? Use our motto: Sell the
old one through the DE c~a:tt~5s

$2500, 549-6456.

large Selection of Used
Matorc,.c1es

B6629AaI76

"'De'.lr Customer'
"1IIIIIIII
Someone who knows you
knows me and has leorned
that Stereo and Television
Repairs need ,",ot be expen.

~~:5~f,!~13,,~~~otiable 5 -1204.

Huge Savings On
Tires, Helmets & Accessories

1977 HONDA CIVIC. newly re-built
er.gine\ new radials, new battery,
new exnaust, am-fm, freen, 2 door,
:2'1~~=g mus se¥i 19A~r~

I

10X5C TRAILF:R w-Tip.:n,:l new
furnace & r~s. shed, ve~ nice,

SUMMER
SPEc! ACULAR

1971 VOLK3WAGON BEETLE.
Good condition. $1300. 893-2900,893

76 FORD T-BIRD. Excellent
condition. Can be traded with
cheaper car. Call 45i-8094i064AaI59

~08~ag5~Sfo~~go. ~~c~II~Ont~~;~:

good,

234u. or weekdays 53&.7575.

'9i6 CHRYSLER CORDOBA,
Stereo, Air, Tilt Steering Wheel,
457-5213. Sat., Sun., or weedays
after 5:00.
7060Aa161

1979 HONDA 4-CYLINDER. Red 4-

Looks

197b COLT WAGON. 5700. 508
Baird 'off Bridge St.) Beforf' 10
am.
7114Aal66

78 ST WAGON. Honda Civic evcc
Air. 4t.OOOmiles 521SOor best offer.
529-2804, or 549-6976
7080Aal58

Extras. Call Dave 549-8032 or 5495090.
7074Aa 158

BUS.

B7279Aal64

Automobll ••

~1~~~o!\A~:c1~n~;4Fr~'r ~~

VW

~~~~~~:::'l ~If~~~~enger.

days.

F

lj ._

7116Ahl63

,. ,

.. '

Blcycl••

19" RCA COLOR television. 4
years old. Good condition. $ISO.
457-7009.
B7".53Agl58

~~ bicycle. ~e new f~~Ai~

UPDATING YOUR STEREO
system? Get in tune! Sell the old
one through the DE c1ass~~~I58

SCHWINN VARSITY 10 speed.
New cables and brakes. Recently
and adjusted. ~~:Jt~~;

LADIES 24" SCHWINN Varsity lo.

m-=.

THE BIKE SURGEON'S
WEEKL Y SPECIALS
SUMMER TUNE·UP '3.95
Includes lubrication of chain,
brakes. deroillers. Broke ad·
justments. gear adjustments,
& cable tightening. Next day
service in most cases.
Water Iottl. .
w/alloycage
'1."

457-4521
302 W. Walnut St.
T"e Ine.,..,n.'",
Bicycle " ..pol, hpe,t.

I

I

Camera.

CAMERA RB67 PRO S, 90 lens,

~~li~on~iA~. ~~~4. ;ttiW~~~

6sL

~
/i, ,

rhoto
USED
PHOTOGRAPHIC
EQUIPMENT

REDUCED
SUMMER RATES
510W. WalnutAlso Available
SPECIAL
SUMMER RATES
Efficienc), Apartments
Benlng Real Estote
205 E. Main
457-2134
APARTMENTS
SIU APPROVED

35mm CAMERAS
eConon AE·l Program
$149.95
w:lens
eMomiyo 1000 OTl wi lens
$89.95
& case. exc. plus

FuIIyCotpttl.d

eYoshieo·O w/eose.
$89.95
exe.
epentox 6x7 w/Prism,
Speed Grip. Ext. Tube.
75mm & l05mm, Ler'Jes.
$699.95
exe.
.Omego View 450.
$246.95
n'tw.

Campu. Shopping Center
529.2031
WE BUY. SEll. lAADE. & REPAIR

16' SKI BOAT: 1965 IMP Apache:

I

90 h.p .. Merc. 1974 trlr .. exc. cond .•

~~.~~~d

,

extra

I

Furnltur.

SET--SOFA &: chair, excellent
conditions-$120. TV -table. tWin
bed. Call 549-3788.
7144Aml58

l-i-u·n:l---{l
(:

Aportments

4 BDRM

EXCEPTIONAL apt.,

I

~'W.~~c~7~~54:~: now.
B6083BaI58

EFFURNISHED
LARGE
FICIENCY a~. near Recreation
Buildillll. W &i D. AC, summer or
fall, 101110 rate, 549-U71 or 1 985-6947
B6069BaI58
NICE, FURNISHED. 1·2 bedroom.
AC. carpeted 457-4i956, 549-1315 , 1893-2376.
6342BalS9
ENERGY

EFFICIENT

ONE

t:~~~~ed: allf~f~~~ioc~'!~n~
modem apartment building close

~v~n~~:~~~ed I~~~';!:ym~~&

call 529-2:;33 between 1O::94~64

NICE NEWER 1 bedroom. 509 S.
Wall St.. 313 E. Freeman. $390l~~'i9-~: furniShed~~~~..
FURNISHED

EF-

only. available June 12. absolutely
no pets or waterbeJs. c~~m~t~4

~:f#j,~r~~r:a~1457-7352 or
now.

86783BaI65
MODLRN 2 bdr. apt.,

~ rJ::e~~~~dthc~2~~~re

I

;!~~~ ca~~Je.it~rni~~~e~~::l:

Summer rent $150. Phone 549-6990.
7I34BaI77
THREE ROOM LARGE apart·
ment, furnished. 202 E. COllege.
call 457-5923.
872928al62
C'DALE. 3 BDR. $450. Heat. water
~~':.tJ:l~t'. ~~~. waterbeds.
B7293BaI77
TWO BEDROOM FURNISHED or
unfurnished Exceptionally nice.
Available now. Rent includes all
utilities plus air. 404 W. Mill. Days
549-7381. evenings 45. -4221.
B7272Ba176
TWO BEDROOM FURi'lISHED
apartment. call457-m~~~~i~'

Glen Willillms Apts.
Fully Furnished
Conveniently Located To Campus
SUMMER RATES 1984
EHecrency- .125 per month
1 Bedroom•• 150 p.r month
2 Bedroom•• 175 p.r month
ALSO TAKING CONTRACTS FOR FAll & SPRING
510 S. Unlv.nity
Ph. 457-7941

B725OBb174
ne~h-

3 AND 2 bedroom houses. Quiet
neighborhood, nice yards,

t&:

~~~arli~~. m07~&aI~'

LUXURY 2 BEDROOM furnished

2 BEDROOM HOUSE in Makanda.
$125 per month. ~27~66I7BbI74

waterbeds. call 684-4145.
B7247Bal74
-CA-R-B-O-N-D-A-L-E-U-N-FlJ-RNISHED

FOR LEASE-FURNISHED 1-5 br.
house-5 students. 1-3 br. house-4
students. $150 per mo. per student.
Call 45;-8044 or 549-0374. 7066Bbl58

~e~6~~nJ!fecb~~i'c.~:~ea~~~:

2 BE9ROOM. NEW carpet. close

GEORGETOWN APARTl\~NTS
FURNISHED or unfurnished for
2.3.4 peofle. Ve.?, nice! Disps':l
~; II}- :30 dal.Y. 5~~mBaI76

--------------------

I f~~~i~~~I~~rb~Fufe~;' r:,V~I~b!~

~~s¥r'iversity.

7265Ba16O

$200 per

12x60 2 BEDROOM. extra insulation. Shaded lot. close to
~:;;~~i~~~:n~7~~:;r.rted. ac.
B6596Bcl59
12X60 2 OR 3 bedrooms. furnished
or unfurnished. Carpeted. ac .

~~~e~h~~ ~~;rJ~~~29-~rr
B6595BcI62

GATES LANE TWO Bedroom
lOx 50 rurnisIJed with AC. :>lice
condition se,ni-,p.rivate. 2 miles

\r:':B~f18

~o~~~'t.. SJ50-mon~~~

FOR RENT IN ~turphysboro. 4 or
" bt'drooms. :-.10 pets. Damage
deposit. 867 2774.
6627BbI61

EXTRA·NICE, FURNISHED 2
and 3 bedroom. Available summer

~r~1:;!~~0 ~~t~ast'. k~\l:J~~i~

COMFORTABLE 3 BEDROOM.

~~:e snh~JP~s~u~~ifi~~~~~~1i

CLOSE TO CRAB Orchard. 3
bedroom, $250, 985-2021 after 5:30.
985-2045.
B7439Ba170

PARKVIEW

separate dining area. AC. Recently
renovated. No pets. 549-~J5BbISI

Is Now Renting
For Summer & Fall

RooMS-MEN-CWSE to campus.

~~~~'5~~~~~~es. Utili~i:IB:~~9

SPECTACULAR 4 BDRM. Two
baths. Cathedral ceiling. deck,

W~~111n~~t::d~er~~~ra~/~:~~~:
No pets. 549-2973.

~~ei~·l;;::::~~?m.~~.di;!~~

C'DALE
COTTAGE.
FURNISHED. I male student. No pets,
motorcl,c1es. Avail. immediately.
Phone 57-8466. 7am. t08&:8bI58

~~ea' r~~: r;- 1~~~~ihS~~

3 BEDROOM, CLOSE to SIU,
~~shed, avaalable J~~I~B:~

I

Now Renting For Fall
Hou_ CI_ to Campu.
Newly Remodelect
Furnished or Unfurnished
S Bedroom 507W. Main

VERY NICE 1969 Elcona, 2 bdr
Excellent condition, must see to
appreciate. $6500. Located in nice
mobile home park. 529-~~Bcl63

509Rowlings

408E. Hester
«J6E._ter
~E.Fr..mon

205W. Cherry

113For.t

5IGN. Carico
«I2W.Oak
z..<ION. Allyn

We Have Other Smaller

house
7266Bb162

6 BEDROOM HOUSE 406 W. Mill

$900 monthly. Available now. Days

549-7381 Evenings 457-4~h71BbI74

ro~~S~~3~Tm':~::f5~

8596.

7124Bbl60

RATES
EH. Apts_
1 Bdrm. Apt.
2 Bdrm.Apt.
2 Bdrm.
Mobile HomE

3OOE.College
4Bedroom

'1

::!.~~t~bl!1c:;.~a~. ~~Wt6m

ROY AL RENTALS
Now Taking Contracts
For Summer and
Fall/Spring Semester
Summer

and summer term. Also rooms at
S09 S. Poplar. Call 687-4577
evenings.
B6512Bal68

CLEAN 3 BEDROOM hQuse.
Sublease for summer. $3(10 a

529-2t54

with swing. No pets. o~3973.
B7277Bb161

410 WEST
FREEMAN:
3
bedrooms, $490 per month. 2
bedroom, '390 per month. Ef·

905 E. Park St.
OFFICE IS OPEN DAILY
FROM 1·5 PM

SPACIOUS TWO BDRM recently

I AND 2 bedroom furnished
apartment close to campus.
SUmmer and fall. 893-4532 or 8934033.
6275Bal63

Hou...

'

B727SBb161

NOT A TYPICAL rental house. 3
bedroom near rec center. Huge
living room with cedar beam
ceiling. Refininsho!d oak floors, ac,
well insulated. No Pets. r~~161

:!!e:,I~~~:.vailable ;~~~~~~

.part:.

KNOLLCREST RENTALS
8.10& 12Wide
AC. Natural Gas
$85 and up
Country Surroundings
5 miles West on Old 13
614-2330-617-1511

~~r:'!nsS~-~. m~~~3~bl~;1

CARTERVILLE. 3 BEDROOMS.
Water and trash. furnished, $250.
457-4000, after 5:30 457-8621.
B7438BaI70
3 BR. FURN. Clean. cool. Now $100
ea. Fall $130 ea. Elec. $10 extra. No
TWO BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE.
7136BaI6O
pets. 2 mi. s. 457-7685.
Furnished. Includes heat and
water. Avail. now. 403 W.
APARTMENTS
AVAILABLE
Freeman. S5OO-mo. Days 549-7381.
IMMEDIATELY close to campus.
Evenings 457-4221.
87273BII174_
Very clean_ Free heat, water, and
gas. Sp'acious rooms. private
SPACIOUS FURNISHED 3 room.
EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS
FOR rent. Lincoln Village Apts.

Warren Rd.
(JUIt off E. Parlt St.)
A 110 S - Hou... &

~b~rut~IY a~i1~~I: I)~m~a~er~~:

lease or $275 a month without
lease. Deposit requiredB~~i59

~~~tnc\; ~~i" a~~4rs::J:

..........
..,. ........
...............

3 people need 2

REALL Y NICE SIX bedroom. 2
bath, furnished house ve:Ji near

rafK

4747.

For more 'nformation or to see

Phone: 457·52" Open Sat.

::m~~n~ll~ae~: 4~~~1. J~gi~b1~~

~:f~;~', ~b~Il:I~~ ~~~~~

HOUM. And Apartment.

. N_rCampu.
549·3376 or 529-1149
_ I I HUNTIIS , " -

l.n-..","--A..-rt_
Mt4Dt
Lambert Realty.700 W. Main
Evenings.Weekends

14"""

I

.

HOUSING

7084Bb159

5 BDR HOUSE

lall e Home.

Now Available

4 BDR SPLIT level. I'. mile from
campus. 3 peo~le need 1 more.
~m:50. all utili 'es inc~~'is1B~N4

:;;J!~Cl~wV~?m~~ICs~~~~

Ma

For Summer and/or Fall
Cable and Satellite TV
• I & 2 Bedroom Anchored
- Nicely c'Jinished & Carpeted
Energy Saving & Underpinned
- New! laundromat Facilities
- Natural Gas
-,Nice Quiet & Cleon Setting
- Near Campus
- ~orry No Pets Accepted

BIG 3 BEDROOM. 201 S. Marion.
Appliances furnished. $350. Lease,
~r~. No pets. Avail;~s"b~~9

~n~~5::M~r conditiO~~5Bbl63

A~:ii~~I:n1:em:~~ef~F,i~fy

_

W~\nn~~~ea~~~:'u~ll:res~2~'i

3lI5O.

CARTERVILLE
EFFICIENCY
APARTMENTS.
furnished.

DESOTO.

avai~'iJl:m9

I

LUXURY TWO BEDROOM
townhouse, over 800 square feet
plus two car larage. Available
Woumt~~~~ell7.51~~ miles ~~~~9

'0 seven bedroom houses

529-1012 or 549-3375

~:::::;;;;;~~====~

Southwoods Rentals. 529-1539.
B6622BbJ74
BIG 4 BEDROOM farmhouse. 7

4-5 BEDROOM house. Quiet

and lolrge efficiency, owners do

I

~~ifio!~r~~9h~u:r3 {oo~r~:~~~.

call 684-4145.

~~~~in.B:_~~~i\~~~~:

One

One to fout bedroom apartments

r:~is~~.arlvafl~'b~!S~~. o~~~

NEW 2 BR 516 S. Poplar. 2~ple
unfurn. $349. 2 peo~le fum.
.3
le $50 more. 29-~~4~~~

APARTMENTS. CARBONDALE.
RIGHT on camplls South Poplar

NEWLY REDONE
APARTMENTS AND HOMES
CLOSE TO CAMPUS

woods Rentals. 529-1539.
_______________
B_7~
__B_b_17_4
3 BEDROOM HOUSE close to Rec.
Center. Furnished or unfurnished.

bondale Ramada Inn on 01 . ftI .. te
13 West. call 684-4145. B72 I9Ba 174

:::iJtr~~~r.' fall-sf[~B~~~1

FALL OR SUMMER

----------------------

Efficiencie. Only
THEOUADS
C'dale
12075. Wan
457-4123

NEWER 1 BDRM. apt. Close to
SIU. 1 or 2 peQple, $39G-summer

NOW RENTING FOR

ONE BEDROOM BY Rec. Center.
Available now. 209'2 E. Freeman.
529-1539.
B6623Bb174
LARGE 3 BEDROOM. across from

LOVELY
2-BEDROOM Un·
furnished or furnished. Air, carpet.
cable. drapes. 529-2187.684-3555.
B7242Ba175
ATTIC STUDIO APT. take over
lease to 1-85. $175-mo. '/fo0l. send
~~~~n!a~:ne to PO 7cg3J~U9

ONE BEDROOM FURNISHED
Apartment, air. available im-

APTS. &: HOVSES close to SIU. I,
2. 3, bedrooms. summer or fallspring. 529-3581 or 529-1820.
B6531Ba171

B&LPhoto

CLEAN. QUIET. EFFICIENCIES.
one, two &. thret' bt'droom apartments. Close to campus. 687·
1938.
.
B6597Bat74

SUMMIlI ONLYEfficiencies & 3 Bdrm Apt.
'ALL & S""NO-

FURNISHED EFFICIENCY
APARTMENT for rent. SpI!cious.
~~tC:r.rci~esel.~5~;l:r and trash
B6373Ba162

eGossen luna· Pro
w/case. exc.
$69.95
• Minolto Auto 132x Flosh,
w/eose. exe.
$J.l.95
.Pentox 135mm FI2.5
Lens. mint,
$59.95
·Omega 700 Enlorger
wi lens & carrier. $129.95

I

Chor(OOIGf".U"

Show Apt. t lo5pmM·W-F

LEtllSES & ACCESS.

Ree. Vehlcl..

elate 10 CQm~ ...

Sw,mm''''gF"oo!

:'t

4 bedrooms. Call 684-5917.
B68t9Bb172

LUXURY

F'urn."h.d

"",(end.honlng

MID. & LARGE FORMAT

I

fa9J~:as::~Ske~ f~r.,"?s~':J

TAKE IT EASY
live I ". Blocks From Campus
at
The Pyramid... 1 Bdrm
low Rates
Summer & Fall
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
CALL KENT· 549·2454
516S. Rawlln,.
OFFICE HOURS
1-3Weekdafs. 12-1 Saturdaf
Call Anftime

Fall

$110
$140

$155
$IBS

$200

$300

$95$110

$110·
$155

All locations ore furnished
ana ale.
NO PETS
CS7-4422
IN CARBONDALE 12x6O. clean,
B7290Bc 153

$4000. 529-5878.

CARBONDALE
ON
CHAU7AUQUA Road. In new
condition. 1979 14x56 2 bdr. Furnished. Central air. Washer-()ryer.
$225. No pets. 687-2482. B7296Bcl65

~~~~: QV~~~ih~~~' ~~':i~~lb':s

summer and fall. No pets. 549-4093
or 549-6193.
7440Bc 167

=!~I~:!!!

1rid ~u l!xes~

a

Some near campus. Call ~9-1315,
1-893-2376, 457-6956.
634IBbl59
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2

BEDROOM

FURNISHED,

Hou...
available for summer and fall. ~o
- - - -..........- .....- -] -... 1 pets please. 457-8352aft~~WcI61
PERFECT FOR STUDENTS. N~
construction. 2400 aq. ft. Super
insulated. 4 bdr. 2 bath, air,
washer, dryer, walk-in closets,
furnished or unfurnished. Very
secluded on 10 acres. 4 miles from
~~.pus on West Chau~;~B:l4

ONE BEDROOM APT.

dean,

n!~,~~;ui~r.!!t~ ,:s~:.teL;%a~:~
r.~ mll~ east of University Mall.

~~er;T15~~!~' ~~~~tedno r':i~

during summer, also taking Fall

3 BEDROOM BEHIND rec. center,

available May 15, $420-mo. 5291539.
B6078Bbl58
NICE TWO BR. house, Quiet,
shaded area. Aug. 1st. 1-98:>-6947 or
1-996-3104.
B6068Bbl58

529-1539.

B65MBcl72

I BEDROOM, $1111; 2 bedroom
$130. ~i~, excel1~lIt condition, no'

MURDALE HOMES IN Carbondale, SW city limits, 2
ber.rooms, 'h mile west, Murdale

NICE, SMALL I bedroom trailer
$OO-mo. 529-1539.
~72'

no hi"hway or railroad traffic,

~~sgNfa!~s~ ~1:a~~~v~~Z~e

~~~~~e ratesB~~rs2

~~~ef;!t:..rs& ~~:~e~1~t~"irr

=:

~!n~~t ct'!sve ~~~~t d~~~~!1

ONE BEDROOM TRAILER ac
underpinned. water, sewage, and
garbage ~id. Very crose to

anchored witli steel cables on
conditioning,

night

lighting,

refuse pickup. Avaifable Jtme 1 or
after, very com~tive prices, call
i!~,?,,2 or 529-5 . SigWr\l~=

2 BDR. FRONT &. rear. I'-l! bath
washer, ve7 nice, Malibu Village'
lease deposit r~~Bg:~

~rJ~~·~~nth. 6-1~~~~r74

12x50 TWO BEDROOMS
unfurnished, one mile from Slit $150
GLISSON M. H. P. One, two, and mo. summer, $195 mo, fall or
three bedroom homes. Cheap rent.
singles rates. 457-4084. 7099Bc162
Cable, TV natural gas avail.
Water, trash pick-up and lawn care
UNBELIEVABLY TRUE' $,~'i!
included in price ofhome. Sorry no
Ni~ furnished, carpet. ai~ clean
pets. 616 E. Park. Carbondale. IL
~t~m
trai:er. r:ease7~Wc'1;~
6925Bcl71

--------

WALK TO sm from this very nice
12 wide in shady park. Furnished,

~!~r..:~. ag~~:~ ~!\~.c~~J;~

B7256Bc161

LOCA TED NJo:AR CRAB Orchard
Lake. Two bedroom mobile homes.

I & 2 bedroom mobile homes on
P,leasanl Hill Rd. Undertnned,

~:J.egn~r a~a'iractl~t~'!~~J!~

WALKING DISTANCE TO sru, 2
bdrm., air, underpinned. $100·

II air, summer lease. Eve. ~0~~158
~:~Ni~~~~: c~~~~iS~~~t \m~.r::~
after May IS. Phone 5!!'·64H2 days
or 549-3002 after 5 p.m, B6273Bcl58

~~r~~e~I~:Jlk Im~~~~~k

~~Sh~~~a~~!! a~~~~:;d

NEW 14xG02-BEDRooM,I~ bath,

~~:;'':.l :i~~'No ~t~~Va~~~i~:~:

und.. rpinned. natural gas, ac,
located in sma 11 quiet 8ari close to

~~~j~~lea~~ Yur;::ers~r85~~ :
month. Call Pine Tree Moliile
Home Park between loam-6pm
529-2533.
86493Bcl64

:~rri~~~:o~: t~'lliw~sm~rr.

~is:J.rrushed, Southw~8:~f~

~:tir r~[e~~~~\~fs, 3tJ:I~~~
re~~~~: ;;~~~~ne~i2' s~f~Fed~

or 529-3920

SUPER NICE 2 bedroom carpet

~~=af~or:.:'9-66~k~9~1~:

~i%f!~~ c~~~' o~ :r~:;;:C:n~

TWO BEDROOM FURNISHED,
Air. central. One block from
,ampus Phone 529-2533, between
6-10 p.m. Mon-Friday. $385-month,
B7261Bc174

CARBONDALE,
TWO
BEDROOM. Very nice and
reasonable. Ph, 457-6047 evenings.
6901BclGO

549-0491.

I

~:~ie, wf~e:h!ryetall aW~~i

ServiCes. 457-3321.

INDOOR POOL
COMING SOON FOR YOUR YEAR ROUND
SWIMMING PLEASURE

RBONDALE MOBILE

free Bus to 51U

PH: 549-3000

NOW RENTING
FOR SUMMER AND FALL
Three Locations
Rent Starts at $165
1. Hwy. 51 5. Mobile Home.
12 & 14 Wides, locked mailboxes, close
to laundromat, 9 or 12 month lease.
Special summer rates. Satellite dish with
MTV end FM channel and HBO available.

..

2. 1000 E. Park Mobile Hom••
12 & 14 Wides close to campus, clqse
to laundromat. 12 month lease, cablevision available.

3. 710 W. Mill Apartment.
Two bedroom, across street from campus.
Medeco lock system for extra security,
12 month lease. cablevision available.

CALL

529-4301

NOW

:--~~~----~~----------------~~.
.
_, "age
16, Dally r;gypban, June 15,1984

mont~~iB~

time. Duties include computer
data entry, micro computer software operation. and prep<!ration 01
statistical reports. High School
diploma required and exp;erience
With computers preferred. $4.50
~r hour. Resume accepted
J~r~~~~~5len~0~~~~e J:r-

NICE 2 BEDROOM town-house
air, tmfurnished, no pets, water ,;
trash, ful'flished, 2 years old. 54965!!8.
i067Bfl62
ONE
tsEDROOM
UNFURNISHED, ac. 809 North
Springer. Call 549-7901. B7267Bfl62

=~~~~y e~PI:~:I. E%~~fs8

CARBONIlALE. $300'. month. No

~=rivJ~~. 45~~38~~~~~;.ds.

B7295BfJ77
Irlll:.----------_,

~slne.. Property
CARBONDALE,

~n~:Clrertit~gi3carolyn ~~~4

DOWNTOWN -

~r.de~;~hi~~~if~::f:~~ui~!~h

~~th sai!ls r:::.: ~~7_~~t. 4'f:.' ~veroe~:ntaIY?~~:b~ a~N~

5943.

t

B7294Bhl77

Mob"e Home Lots

I

VERY NICE SHADED lot with
fishing lake, patio. trash lliCkup.
Located 2': miles out or Carbondale. Will have to see to appreciate. 529-58i8.
B7288BII63
LARGE SHADY LOTS Pets and
fardens o.k. Racoon Valley. 457167, We pay $100 movin~:;rsBl~9

desira~le. Salary range $10 SOO$12,000 annual plus rringe. Apply
~ June 15 to Jackson Commumty

M~~~~~~~or!O 6~966131hn ~tr~:f'
B6625~I58

opportunity Employer.

A&W RESTAURANT IS now ac·
cepting applications for day cooks,
7102CI58
AEROBICS INSTRUCTORS AND
general exercise instructors and
substitutes. Start immediately

¢~Vh"~~ ~~n ~ Ja~~~e~~3~~_
bondale, IL 549-5359.

B7268CI58

CHILD CARE POSITIONS Unit
director an~ child care personnel
natIOnally
accrediteti
for
residential treatment agency in
mid-Missouri. Multi-disciplinary
team approach. Individualized

~aio~~n~m~~~!~~~~~o~e P~~:

ONE BEDROOM. QUIET. $80month. Available now. South woods
Park. 529-1539.
B7090Bc174

t. '.

WANT MONEY TO bum? Avon
offers Carbondale's hottest ear-

DEVELOPMENTAL
SKILLS
TRAINING specialist. Bachelor's

~:~b~~~$1~i!on~rYB~~~li~

sonnel. Butterfield Youth Service'3
Box 333. Mirshall, MO 65340 EOE
M-F-V-H.
6785~159

loom.

:~~ ROOMS AT good ~~~BJ:i9
ROOMS, CARBONDALE. FOR
men and women students in
separate apartments 2 blocks

i ~t~;~
~~ c~l"8~s';e~s~; 'i3~~e

have key to ap<!rtment anlro your
private room. You have your own
private frosUess refrigerator &. 2

~ak;~g:~~~~Snin&ea~~t~~Ttr~

lavatories, with oUle" students in

r~~e.a~~Teekltcg~~y 'ca~~~~~

RADIOLOGIC FACULTY-THE
School or Technical Careers,
Southern Illinois University at
Caroo:;dJ Ie. has open a full-time

~eacc~~g~g;.3ilig~1 t~a~t~d~o~gst~

¥!yr~:chi~!he~e~u~R'; ~i~

have climcal experience with
minimum of two years teaching

:=.

will be given first prererence.
Master's degree preferred.
Teaching res~ibilities include
but are not limited to anatomy,

Utilities included in rents, very
economical, very competitive.
Available June 1 or after. Call 457or 529-5777. Sign~'!sdrd1~

W~o:s ru~~:!helir~tifi~?~ti~ed

MALIBU VILLAGE

~r-~~' S

W. Fre.?man. Applications c'ose at

'lOon June 18.
B6IIOCI58
I ------------------EVALUATION ASSISTANT HALF

7079BcI68

bookshelves, TV in lounge, pay

Hwy51 North

~~~fl~\R~i~~ w:~~n's at>~:~t~

GATES LANE TWO bedroom
furni.s~ed cent!"al ~ir, very nice
sem~lvate. 2 miles

condition,

CARBONDJ'LE.

I ('haracter
~i;~t'II~nt a~~re~~~~~iS:nl~~S:d
essential.
Job

~rJlmn:,~n5~~~~~hn AB65\~firl~2

ONE BEDROOM TP.AlLER ac
underpinned. water, sewaFce, and

B6115Bcl58

LOW COST HOUSING, reduce
summer
rates.
Different
location.
Check with
Chuck's
529-4444.
6062BclGO

....nssT... RTINO
... T 1145 PER MO.

AT NELSON PARK, 714 E.
College, and Southern Mobile
Home Park, 2 &. 3 luxury bedroom
mobile homes. Central air, natural

NIGHT STAFF.

CARTERVILLE. VERY NICE, 2
bedroom carpet, AC, parking.

eluded. '2 Blocks eaSt of campus~
Office open this week 5 pm-7pm

~~~t~~ ::e~~o':rthafor;~:m~:

549-2831.

7262Bd174

firmative action-equal opportunity
emplc,yer.
7254CI58

SUMMER CARTERVILLE. NICE
home, air, microwave, washer-

~~~~~l~h~:~e U~~!~~ti~OW't~:~!

sportatiOll. 98&-8038.

7088BeI58

ROOMMATES NOW FOR furnished 7 bedroom house 4 blocks to
~~,":.i-~~.mer rate t~r~
GREAT LOCATION,
ROOMMATE needed for large, double on
Mill &. Poplar $90 or tHI. Call Julie
536-2338.
7107Bel58

Iwu~~Q_MPANY

roo....... ft ...l ... serwll:e
a,."../I.IIII(I. of pJOCfl ,., .nor.

502 W. Sycamore
457·1784

Ir'-An'.qu."

-

a HUMAN IRVICI OIIOAMlZAnotI

.........

~--'19-17 . . . . 1•. . , . . . .
,.hra..~.7..,.

P'leoM alliin ochonce

'O,""",.avo.labtli'Y

C,.dilt:o.·ct.O.K.
~.renffa21 ,.~'oIder

ru~ni, ~~ f:eJn9!~\.A~)!r ~,

INDEPENDENT LIVING CLOSE
to campus, call Marty, 529-3833.
6624BdI59

I·

"011.,,,

UMd Cor" Iovgh' ond So- J
L -_ _~ .........
::;~:d

clinical visitatiou, and medical
terminology. Position carries rank
of assistant professor, salar):
commensurate with education ana
experience. Contractural period

B6599BdI74

~~~~~1u ~~~~i~~i~ ~:~:,

S.CfC'_·Hor_1 !kIggl.,"
Ioat,,&

f:~l~i:~~~~lc r~~~~~rer1~~lt~~~'

Director, Ailied Health and Pu~ic
Services, SChool of Technical
Careers,
Southern
Illinois

AVAILABLE SUMMER AND fall.

Ja ••.,A"tQt-Jrvo:;lo.1-

Camper,,·Mo'orc,.d_

r:~rifX~H~sep~~~ex~~~~

~n;J:I~~llr ~tr~m'gai~ea;~t

unlen rOU """.. 0

voIidinturonwel...........

THE HANDYMAN-CARPENTRY,

Ri~U~:: 1rt~~IiI~fg:l;t~~I:

rstimates. ~easonable rates.
Quality work 457-7026.
7142E177
TYPING - RUSH JOBS and
FEMALE DISABLED PERSON regular. Cassette tapes tranneeds attendant-ASAP, various s!=ribed .. Termpapers, thesesdissertatlons, bOok manuscripts,

~fr:i! "i)i:~"!at~~:.'~~~ ~n~i~~i~~~~~~~~~~~~'

PART
TIME
POSITIONS
3374E159
available. Shift j)(!Sitions available
upto35 hours-week. ($3.35-hr.l at a DAVIS
CONSTR UCTIONsmall adult group home. Duties., ANYTHING from a hole in your

rn'dvi~~cS~~IO~c~i~n~e~~~ r;>ckt~e ~u:~~~45~~~~E~

residents. High school degree
reguired. Work experience in
heTl'ing profession preferred.
Desired m:alities; mature warm

I AIM DESIGN Studio. Garments
designed, clothing construction

:~~~~e..~'h*~~~b~tg~~ ~ena~~~~~: ca~Ts8
~~~Iems. S~d retu'lle to JCC-

bondale"r6290~~y &-~~e, Car·
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.B_7259Ct
_ _GO_
PERMANENT
SECRETARY,
PART-tune. 10 hours-week. $3.50-

TYPING, THE OFFICE. 409 W.
Main St. 54~3512.
6990E17l
I AIM DESIGN Studio. Garments
designed, constructed and altered
Open 7 days. 529-3998. B6612E174

year essential. 687-1169.

NEED A PAPER typed?
Selectric. Fast ana -accuri':!'
reasonable rates. Guaranteed n41
errors. 549-2258.
7100E175

~~~~ii~o:~J~~~~ah~m~ ~~p;~~
6559C1GO

WANTED MOTh'E:R HELPERS

~:~. ~h ~':P~i~n1g,=c1. ~\':

569-0657 or 516-569-0312 or write

&ia~d, ~x 1t:98~ oodmer~1~

TYPING.
THESIS,
DISSER
TATIONS. Listed with Graduate
School. 457-4714 after 5. 7109E161
THE

HANDYMAN-LAWN

~:,i~~ni:[~tO~rehea~~rm~'re~~

!l~~~ble rates. Quali714~~f~

Researchers say vaccine still
best bet again.,-t whooping cough

WANTED
WANTED TO BUY. C\~·ss rings,
gold &: silver, broken jewelry,

§oin~1 s~e;!inf5i~1~ Coin~~Fl60

JU~:K CARS AND trucks. After S
p.m. 987·2272.
7240F174

WANTED AIR CONDITIONERS
~mn~~~g~' Call s29-s~~a1~4
bASEBALL CARDS.

BUY,

M!lI,

::;:~~rabil~.l~o&: J cao~~s. 8J~orts
n, Ave. 457-6831.
B70iOF174

LOST 2 BLACK Labs. 3 rno's old.
Reward. Call 457 ·2654 or 529·4059.
7122GI61

I-V;;OliiUSU:;

-I

ADULT
:~:A!::t~SO
.ENTALS'YtDEoSHOWS·~

SEKA·HOLMES·TOP XXXSTA.S
..... _INTH IN IIMCIJIUILDINIO

823 S IL. AV CARBONDALE
NOON·S:OO MON·SAT
IS ENTERTAINMENT YOUR
scene? That's really keen! Let

~d~~~~~h~h: 5rcl~ifr~.ce an
7il5OI!58

['imH'W3iMUU.1
PARTIES.

PARTIES.

PARTIES.

{Wit
:u~f~e~f~1 ~~~ ~~h ~er
you can drink and security at

For your

Convenience
Clip & Save
This Section
YARD YARD YARD SALE.
Corner of Jame. & Walnut.
6-15-lW.7:00am. Much fum.
Iture. houpehold iteml.
clothe. and coff...

I
I
I
I
I
BROOKSIDE MANOR, BLDG I

I.

17 Sat·Sun trig. motorcycle.
pr-.>jectot, antique •. furn. 2"1
tv boby clothe!' ;'29-ISs.t. I

absolutely no cost to you for

~~~~!~1t1g~~. pa~1J11 NAir~a:~~~
Nightclub. 457-4621.

HORSE

LOYERS

B6103.1162

WITH

ex·

~r~~n~~a~£ri~eor~. (':tH~~~e~?~

I

YARD SALE. 709 Allyn. We
are 6 blocks straight west of
So. Illinoisan office. Soturday
ollda) !

CHICAGO (AP) -- Vaccinations that have limited
deaths (rom whooping cough to
fewer than two dozen annually
may still carry risks, but d
comprehensiv~
vaccination
program remains "the only
prudent course to follow," a new
studv concludes.
Researchers at the Center
for Disease Control in Atlanta
said a vaccination program
reaching 90 percent of children
(rom birth to age 6 reduces both
the inddence of whooping cough
and disease-related costs by 90
percent when compared to an
unvaccinated group.
They concluded this by taking
known results of vaccination
programs and projecting them
onto hypothetical groups of 1
million youngsters each.
Such a comprehensive vaccination program also would
yield a benefit·cost ratio of 11·toI in terms of dollars, the
researchers conclude<! in the
study published in Friday's
Journal of the American
Medical Association.
The authors of the study, Drs.
Alan Hinman and Jeffrey
Koplan, said 56 percent of the
costs in a vaccination program
reslli~ from adverse effects
assoc ·.ted with the vaccine rangirl':' from minor local
discomfort to severe acute
encephalopathy. a degenerative
brain disease.
But. they added. "the human.

I

3table near Cedar Lake. Apply Box

SAllJRDAY SALE: BABY items.
Carpet. Fumiture. Misc. Hwy
13W. to Lake Rd .• Left. One
Block ...S7·..02...

Ihin·- .,u.t go I

.'-' iJ"ltc, "!!'!!!!!!'!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~
SElNlNe THE BEST
~
ARAB/AMERICAN FOOD
IN TOlIN•

~f~ ~1~'

1------------, r------------,
I
Beef & Lamb I
I

I

I

I

L____ !l·~!! ____1

I

Il ____________
in Pita
JI

IL ____________
Falafel~1_

Ph. 549·3800

Gyros In Pita

:

r------------.
I Y4 lb. Hamburger I. r---Chkk;;---r

I

in Pita
99.

._------------I
I

~

I

Hours: 10- 10 seven
doysoweel<

$1.20

I

201 S. Illinois 549-4541

GOOD TIL 6/18/84...J
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gray tiger stripe kitten. 549-0404.

:

7135KI62

SPEtJAL

~

•

~ \: .,
"/ ~

~.

:.::. 1St "::: :~
..•....••.........
,~

SAT 16th 8:30-3:30 New Rt. 13
between C'dale and M'boro. Tum
J.!f~. across from Niema~~t~
Open
Mon·Fr.

l00West Walnut

7 JOAM.·6P.M.
So' 9A M ·6P.M.

Enlargement
Special'
5x7 Color Reprints
Onl),$1.50
FROM
110. 126. & 135mm Color Negativ. .

---·COUPON---I ').0% Flosh Foto
:ob o
Off

o.c:..;o

~

~,~(~~~-~
,.
r:;'!!!!
....
"'~
r'.,~~
~.

1. No limit on rolls per couper>

2. Goodthru

D.E. Claulfl.d.

June 16. 198<t
3. Cannot be used with
Other coupons
Roll Color Print Processln.
Done In our Lab.
(Color Negotive Film Only)

536-3311

no, 12., ns 'lim Size

toad.ertl..
Inthe

:
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I Piece or Cake

Whooping cough was once a
major cause of childhood
mortality in the United States,
with 265,269 cases and 7,518
deaths n:ported in 1934.
Reported incidence of the
disease began to decline in the
late 19305, and accelerated
greljUy after the introduction
and widespread use of a vaccine
in the 19405.

• N", open IVery Slfuray 8 ..... - 12 noon
• N.., loeetion: Welt"", Moll, Route1J Welt (BehiM McDonel/_)

~

WE HA YE THE Inwest airfares to
Europe and across America! For
free color brochure, write to:
Campus Travel, Box 11387. St.
Louis. MO 63105.
5024J158

While such exposure may
have reduced vaccinations in
some regions, "it does not seem
to have exerted a major effect
on pertUSSis vaccine use
nationally," they said.

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS!

"'~;:

YARD SALE: SAT. June 16
SlOW. Owens. Furniture.
lteren bike. clothing. every.

the authors said.

THE ORIGINAL fARMERS MARKET Of CARBON DAtE

~~i~a~~~Di~\ldi~f.~~~~n~~:
B7244J158

suffering involved both in
pertussis (whooping cough) and
in vaccine reactions is much
more difficult to assess."
They also noted that extensive
news stories about the risks of
side errects in the United
Kingdom in 1974 led to a marked
decline in vaccine accepiance
which, in turn, was followed by
major epidemics of whooping
cough from 1977 to 1979 and in
1982.
Similar a',tention in the United
States in April 1982 stimulated
debate about the risks
associated with the vaccine and
led to congressional hearings
and the formation of a group of
parents of damaged chiidren,

------------~

'New Video Games

:OSCARMEYER:

:
:
:

:

ALL BEEF

,..

FRANK
PICKLE
CHIPS

:
:
:

...

,..

tr************

Open lOam
ladies Play FREE
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Study says low-incolDe families
requesting lDore housing aid
NEW YORK (AP) - A 66-city last three years the report said.
survey found that the demand
"Despite rising levels of
for housing aid by low-income poverty and homelessness, and
households is soaring, with the accelerated loss of lowsome families ha'/ing to wait income housing stock, budget
more than 25 years for such cuts enacted by Congress since
FY81 have reduced federal low
help.
A related survey of 10 large income housing resources by
cities said that the economic almo t 60 percent, the largest
recovery has -not improved the percentage reduction of any
plight of the urban homeless. discretionary program in the
Officials ill all 10 said they had budget," he said in the inraised about as much money troduction to the housing neE'ds
locally as they could and that survey.
federal money was needed to
Bob Nipp. a spokesman for
solve the problem.
the U.S. Department of Housing
Both reports were released and Urban Development in
Thursday by the U.S. Con- Washington, said he had not yet
ference of Mayors. which begins seen the surveys and could not
a convention in Philadelphia on comment on the findings.
Saturday.
The lMkity housing survey,
John J. Gunther, of the
Washingto;l-based group, titled "Housing Needs and
blamed tt. t housing woes on Conditions in America's Cities,"
Washingto I. Housing aid was found that Tl per mt of those
cut more than any other federal cities reported increased
discretionary program in the demand for housing assistance

Local firm gets
catwalk contract
for steam plant
R.B. Stephens Constr:.1ction
Co., of Carbondale, will install
an industrial catwalk system in
the University's central steam
plant under a $67,500 contract
approved Thursday by the
Board of Trustees.
The firm's bid was the lowest
of three filed and was far below
the University's $100,000
estimate for this portiml of the
two-phase improvement
projed.
The initial phase of the project
- installation of a small industrial elEvator - was a~
proved by the board in May.
That contract was awarded to
an Elmhurst firm, which is
expecte1 to complete the work
by late August.
When completed, the project
will allow steam plant workers
easier access to the network of
pipes above the boiler room
floor.
In other action. the board
approved a project to replace
the carpeting in the Student
Center's bookstore and second
floor corridors and lounges. The
eshmated cost is $151,000 and
the funds will come from the
Student Center's operation and
maintenance account and
revenue reserve bonds. No
state-appropriated funds will be
used.
The carpeting was installed in
1971 and had a life expectancy of
seVr:1 to ten years, according to
information provided in a board
statement.
Work on the installation is
expected to taki: place during
late summer and between
semesters, the statement says.
Trustees also granted two
£asements to the city in an effort to help alleviate storm
drainage problems in the
Parrish Acres subdivision.
Easements were granted for
tri
r:~ f:c'! t~~v~:trthwn::
Chautauqua Street !!nil east of
Tower Road that adjoin the
subdivision.

..

_------------AMTRAK

-I ~dTriP)
II
I

I

Clrhnclile-Chicago
$67.00
."'rlctlons Apply

S.I4At:

___ 2!9~~!..I

8 & A Travel

l.?~.!~~~
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WASHINGTON
(AP)-·
Despite pleas from the sponsor
of a $10.5 million organic farming research bill, a top
Agriculture Department official
said Thursday that the measure
is expensive, flawed and unnecessary.
Orville G. Bentley, assistant
agriculture secretary for
<;cience and education, told the
Senate Agriculture research
subr.ommittee that the administration cannot "in good
c.)nscience" fund an increase of
that size.
The bill would authorize $2.1
million for five years to study 24
farms using non-chemical ways
to reduce farming costs, conserve soil and water and increa~e soiloproductivity.

/~

Z~

k

For fast lunch delivery call 54'-JU..

Supporters of the measure
contend the Agriculture
Department is not ;on('erned
with organic farming rMearch.
They say farmers ('annot get the
information needed for new
te-:hniques.
But critics cbim the research
methods in the bill are flawed
and restrictive, and maintain
the Agriculture Department is
already doing enough in the
field.
Sen. Patrick Leahy, D-Vt.,
prime sponsor of the bill, said
only 18 Agriculture Department
staffers are assigned to organic
farming research--four spend 20
percent of their time on it, and
one fu:J-time scientist recentlv
placed at ~oJ:!le Farmc;. .

f!]

~I

j);

Q-oJdcm YQn International ~a""
• Supply of Halal Chicken for Muslims.
• Specializing in Oriental food ~rodIJcts,
spices and gii'ts.
• Chinese movie rental &cossette topes.
• Free delivery on 251bs. or more of rice.
Con~eni.nt Parking.
212 W. Freeman
l1our~: M~n-Sat
(next to B & A Travel)
s".~·~~~:oo
457 -6911

~
~"'\\, , , 1J , "1111// /~
~ -. Fast Lunch Delivery ~
~ ;. . :J.. Ou~tro·. now deliver. during ~
~ :~'>.' the .~nch hour••tartlngllam. ' l
~

~;~ BEE.· • .ftN ~
//I/~
PIZZ, ~,

HAPPYHOU

APPLY FOR AUGUSl4. 19M COMMENCEMENT NOW

MONDAY-THURSDAY
......_ _ _ _". FRIDAY

DEADLINE FOR APPLICATION FOR AUGUST 4, 1984.
IS JUNE 15. 1984. FRIDAY THIS WEEK

SATURDAY
SUNDAY

APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE AT ADMISSIONS AND
RECORDS--RECORDS SECTION-MUST
BE RETURNED WITH FEE CLEARED BEFORE 5:00 P.M.
ON FRIDAY. JUNE 15,1984.
FEE MUST BE CLEARED BEFORE BURSAR
CLOSES AT 3:30 P.M. ON FRIDAY, JUNE 15. 1984.
FORM MUST BE RETURNED TO ADMISSIONS
AND RECORDS BY 5:00 P.M., FRIDAY. JUNE 15

~tster

6pkcans $1.79
'BIitl.
fi\B\U!\\\n $2.74

3

I

during the past year.
It said the average wait for
help was 20 mont!\S, but the wait
for some kinds of federally
funded housing aid was
reported to be as much as 302
months - more than 25 years.
The survey, which covered
cities ranging in size from Los
Angeles with 2.97 million peple
to Burlington, Vt. with 37,712,
also found:
-- Demand for puhlicly
assisted housing is so far ahead
of available space that 61
percent of cities surveyed
closed their waiting lists.
- Even where assIstance IS
available, families often can't
spend it because affordable
housing i~ so tight.
- Of the cities surveyed, &9
percent said the private sector
could not meet local housing
needs without subsidies.

$10.5 millior& organic farm
bill called expensive, flawed

$2.36 BELLAGIO 750mi

$2.43
'1.-"
$2.73

Gallo All 1.5L

$2.99

6pkN/R

70z

st~

12pkcans$4.79

& Light

Pabst
Michelob
& Light

Y:lg4 SanGria 75Om1 $ 2 .43

12 pk can. $4.56
12pk btl. $5.59

Trakla All
Cella All

75Om1
75Om1

byloftfi

PAUL

~fASSON. All
Callfornlo
Coolers

4pk

3L

$5.35
$3.24

Wolhchmldt
75Om1
Vodka

$2.53

FleiKhmann
Gin
75Om1

$5.33

("'~5Om1 $5.28
Canacban 75Om1 $5.29
Mist~

Still brook
Santini
Ast' Sp'Uiftante75Om1 $4.55

75Om1

$4.33

CAMP: Fundamentale first
Continued from Page 20
programs need to be
strengthened.
"Kids are not taught to jump,
skip or hop," Hunter said. "A lot
of the kids do not know,
physically, what to do."
Most of the athletes are from
TlIinois, Hunter said, but the
camp occassionally draws some
from neighboring states.
"The vast majority of the kids
in the carr.ps come from
Southern lilinois," Hunter said.
She said that the only out-ofstate athletes, so far, have been
from Missouri.
Hunter explained that many
\"olleyball ath!etcs are slowed in
their delelopmcnt because
junior high schools. particularly
within a 75 to 100 mile radius of
Carbondale. do not carry the
sport Therefore. she said. when
those atrJetes reach high school

DOG: Dog days uncertain time

they are already two years
behind ones that were able to
participate in junior high.
Hunter said that tal" opportunity
to play volleyball in junior high
is very advantageous for the
athlete who wants to be a top
collegiate player.
Hunter said a positive environment is kept at the camp in
which the coaches stress the
proper executio':! i~sle.ad of
what comes from It--wmmng.
"We try new things we feel
will take them (the athletes) Ie.
a higher level of volleyball."
Hunter 'laid. "We reward
pI'oper ex!!('ution and technique
that will carry them through
when they go home."
In addition to the camps at
SIU-C. Hunter will be working
with a group of coaches tr..'ll will
be traveling to Illinois high
schools soon.

Continued rrom Pagt' 20
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Redeem coupon for 20% off
any frozen yogurt treat. Tastes like
premium ice cream, but has 40% less
,
calories.
Valid through June 21, 1984

I
I

To receive your FREE assorted gift, iu~t complete the credit application below, sign and drop it by the Student Center Ohio Rm.
(6/13 thru 6/15) between 9:00am-4:00pm. Applications mat also
be dropped by the Customer Service Department at Seors, Carbondale
University Mall.

<III

~~

I

! Camp~'J Shopping
. Mon-Sun
I
I ~enter
llam-llpm
I
","~~~"""'......""""~

HAN.A~

'Must be 18 years of age to apply.
'Must have a current local address.

Friday & Saturday

Drafts
8-10 25¢
10-2 50ct

The players and owners may
have changed a bit, but the
game hasn't. The bases are sltll
90 feet apart and the schedule is
still 162 games long.

Sears will be accepting these credit applications on
Wednesday, June 13 thru Friday, June 15 in the
Ohio Room at the Student Center.

$$

_

are parned That is one of the
reasons baseball has endured
despite the era of free agents.
million-dollar contracts and
drug scandals.

Fill out this application and
get a FREE gift!

I~""""""""""""'l
One little taste is all It takes ;
II. o(\e~
. ~~~~~
~ ~
II
~
'~I:~
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Who will be the Dodgers of
1951 or the Cubs of 1969 this
season? }-'erhaps it will be
Detroit. At least I hope so. As
much as I would like to see the
Tigers win, I like to 3ee a pennant collapse even more. It
helps reassure me that a.1I is
well with baseball a~d reafflrrr.5
my belief that baseball is a
game in which champIonshIps

winning streak. Fourteen
games later. they finally lost.
The lucky so..ks wcrf> now
unlucky, so the Giaats tried to
find some more of that winning
magic in fresh socks. " ·,vorked.
After putting on their ne.w seeks,
they managed to sneak mto fIrst
place.

Uncle

.Jon's

Band

HANGAR HOTLINE 549-1233

I

E.W'I,..OY£"

A lightweight to-speed
wtthout a heaQWelght price.

AOOAfSS

STAT(

~

I

=

____ f:#_

Our World- proves

a~.

you don't have to spend a
bundle to get a lO-speed that's
respectable.

"~

_ _ 1S0UTH0AIZBI101U'l00I""'.tDMf _ _ .....

It's a handsome, easy-

riding machine that's
rug~ed enough for
those
bumpy city
...L_ _ _. "
streets.

I\~~--\I

S 169.95

;
{j

;i;

i

~N~

CYCL€S

300 S. III. C'dal. 54',"12

-

OQITM,Y

-~
~O"

I
BA 10181

--P-E-R-S-O-N-A-L--'
REFERENCES

II you drd nol Irst any credrt reterences. please lu,,,,sh personal re'ere.,ces such as
landlord. m'IlIste'. leaChe,. SUperviSOf, or other prolesstOna' person

NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

ADDRESS ____________
RElJlTlQNSHlP
______________ ADORESS _________._--EMP_OV..-eillT _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
POSiTION _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
_ _L_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

~NOi(

Unive,·.ily Mall

457·0334

Carbondale

NAME

RE~T~~P:::::::::::::::::::::::=
EMPlO'l'MEI\;r
POSITION _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
~ENO~f_~

______________

Store Houri.
Open M<m. Ihru Sal.
9;3Oa.m. to 9;00p.m.
Open Sunday
12:00p.m. 105;3Op.m.
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FundalDentals stressed at volleyball camp
By David Wilhelm
Sports Editor

Debbie Hunter

SIU-C volleyball coa~h Debbie
Hunter believes that ml'vement
:ibility, foot speed and qUlnkness
are talents a player needs to be
successful. Hunter and .?ight
other stad member!> have
r~ently been busy trying to
instill these abilities in dthlete:>
at the ninth annual volleyball
camp at the Arena
Hunter said the ,'amp has
drawn girls frv.' tile ju>!ior hign
level through high school. t'ive
sessions are run throughout late
spring and early o:;ummer with
80 to 90 girls a' (ending each
session.
Unlike some camps which
teach athletes to focus on

winning, Hunter said that she collegiate prospects in the first provement the kids show while
they are here," Hur,ter said. She
and her staff concentrate on two sessions of the camp.
developing good volleyball
Hunter said each session has commented that while this may
fundamentals and habits.
been enthusiastic and suc- be a good reflection on the staff.
"The greatest percentage of cessfu!. despite the gr!leling it is also important that the
time we work on individual eight to nine hours the staff and athletes enthusiasm and in·
skills and techniqu~,:' H~nter players spend on the Arena terest in volleyball is at a high
said. "Camp competltton IS not noor.
ievel.
as concentrated."
"We've had really exceptional
"The kids gel the coacher. ::;ky·
Before the five sessions are camps." Hunter said. "The staff high.' Hunter ,;aid. "We've had
over. Hunter said she will Sf>£ morale has beE'n high and the no problem with kids wanting to
~tween 450 to 500 players.
kids have been eager lellrners skip a session. Things are going
While most of the younger They know they need t-elp :n dll real smooth."
.
Hunter said the major
players (jur,:or high schoolersl dimensions of the gRm!' and
are preparing for high school they want to improve."
weaknesses a mong players
competition, .Hunter saitj there
Hunter said th~t t~aching the attending the. camp are basic
are a few hIgh school semors players gooe habIts" the maIn movement skIlls lIke JumpIng.
who are sharpening their skills objective of the camp. lind It skipping and hopping. Hunter
appears this is usually suc- said she believes elementary
for collegiate play.
"Several have aspirations for ces~ful.
school physical er'
... n
college volleyball," Hunter
"We (the staff) remain
said. She ~aid she has seen three amazed at the amount of im- See CAMP, Page 19

Who will collapse
during 'dog days'
is anybody's guess

SQorts

By Greg Severin
Sta ff Writer

Brian Babcock: ". achieved a goal. set for myself. I'm proud of being able to compete .....

Babcock 12th in Olytnpic trials
By Mike Frey
Staff Writer
Former SIU-C standout
gymnast Brian Babcock failed
to qualify for & spG~ on the
United States gymnastics team
during th~ Olympic Trials in
Jacksonville, Fla. earlier this
month. But, in Babcock's
estimation, his performance at
the trials was anything but a
failure.
Babcock finished 12th in the
finals with 114.565 points. The
top six scorers made the team,
With the next two bein~
designated as alternates.
UCLA swept the top three
spots in the trials. The Bruin
contingent was led by Peter
Vidmar, who finished first in the
trials with 117.715 points.
Babcock's performance was
.impressive, however, because it
came just eight months after he
had suffered extensive ligament
damage to his knee which left
him in a cast for three months.
It was his second severe knee

injury. Babcock suffered the with my performance."
first mjury in February 1982 and
Babcock's injury prevented
was sidelin-::u for nine months.
him from getting mto ideal
"I achieved a goal I set for 8hape for the Trials. Moreover,
myself," Babcock said of Bab.."OCk said he has difficulty
'.qualifYin~ for the Olympic remembering the last time he
Trials. • Six months ago I was totally free of injuries while
couldn't foresee that becatlse of competing.
my knee injury. I'm proud of
"I haven't competed healthy
just being able to compete in the in & long time," Babcock said.
.
'My
knee injuries are the
Trials."
The Trials featured some of reason for that. I tore some
the tl?J) gymnasts in America, ligaments pretty badly in 0cincluding Vidmar and former tober and tlle doctors had to
Oklahoma University star Bart restructure it (the knee)
Conner, who qualified for the completely. It was frustratil),g
Olympic team for the third because I was 1n a cast for three
time. Babcock said his per- months. Most people who have
formance stacked up well been hurt wear their casts for
against the other competitors' only six to eight weeks."
efforts.
Now that the Trials are
"Everybody through the top completed, Babcock has been
15 or 17 places performed very working slowly at regair.1Ilg his
well," Babcock said. "For me, health. Hi! has been at.tending
my performance was a personal light workouts at the SIU-C
accomplislunent. I did my best ,Arena every afternoon. But he
and that wasn't good enough to has primarily been helping
make the team. ! was a liltre bit otner Saluki gymnasts with
disappointed about not making their technique during the
the team, but I was satisfied sessions.

Carlton shuts down Cubs; Phillies win 11-2
CHICAGO(AP)-Juan Samuel
hit a thr~run homer and Tim
Corcoran a tw~run shot to lead
a 15-lut attack as Steve Carlton
and the Philadelphia Phillies
coasted to an 11-2 victory
Thursday over the divisionleading Chicago Cubs.
Carlton, 4-3, aiJowed five hits
and two runs over eight innings
and struck out six to run his
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major league career-leading
total to 3,785.
The victory cut the Cubs' lead
over the Phillies to one game in
the National League East.
Tbe Phillies SCOrM once in the
first on a single by Von Hayes
and a double by Mike Schmidt
and four times in the second (>!l
singles by Corcoran, IvanDejesus and Carlton and

Samuel's homer to left-center,
his fourth of the season.
They made it 6-0 in the fourth
on doubles by Samuel and Garry
Maddox and 7~ in the fifth on a
double by Ozzie Virgil.
Schmidt doubled in Maddox in
the sixth and scored on Joe
Lefebvre's single beiore Corcoran hit his tw~run homer
over the rigbtfieldwall.

It's about this time each year
when I start to follow Major
League baseball standings a
little closer than in the spring. I
especially like to examine the
teams with the biggest leads in
their division and see if they're
solid enough to hold up under
the "dog days" of August.
The dog days of August art)
the hot, humid days ~fore the
stretch run for the division title.
Doubleheaders begin piling up
and pitchers begin tiring.
Batting averages that soared in
May begin slipping.
It is also when ma!lager's
late-inning decisions become
magnified and tempers begin to
nare Clearly, it is a month
when the truly good ball clubs
are separated from the front·
runners of spring.
But why write about the dog
days of August in June?
Because, quite simply, this is
the time of year in Major
League basehall when teams
begin to exhibit. the symptoms of
losers.
THE CINCINNATI Reds are
one such team. Manager Vern
Rapp's Reds were nying high in
the spring, but have lost 10 of
their last 13 games and appear
ready to fall terminally ill. The
Reds' symptoms are a woefully
thin pitching staff, in the
bullpen and among the starters.
And how long hard-throwing
Mario Soto can keep them anoat
is anyone's guess. Look for the
Reds to die in August, if net
before.
The Detroit Tigers, however,
are a different story. Although
they've cooled off a bit lately,
the Tigers have a bevy of good
pitchers and a deep bench.
Detroit is for real, but even they
are no sure bet to win the
American League East. Sparky
Anderson's team has yet to
experie(lC!e the dog days of
August and neither have the
you...1g Toronto Blue Jays. The
Baltimore Orioles, on the other
hand, have a history of playing
well in Augw;t and September.
Don't count the Orioles out.
EVEN

IF

the

Tigers do

~~~g:.~ bei~ t:S'~~m ::d~

that.
The most recent team to blow
a big division lead was the
Boston Red Sox. In August 1978
they led the American League
East by 14 games over the
dissension-filled Yankees_ But
the Bosox saw their lead shrink
to just a few games in early
September. B~' then, it was

apparent th:it Boston wasn't
eoing to wi!'1. They were
overloaded with slow-footed
power hitters and had no bench.
During a k~y Lhree-game
series in early September, the
red-hot Yankees humiliated
Boston, sweeping them by
lopsided scores. To Boston's
credit, they did manage to put
together a winning streak near
the end of the season. They tied
the Yankees and forced a
playoff game. But in the playoff,
GtlQSe Gossage's relief pitching
and Bucky Dent's cluten threerull homer drove the final nail in
Boston's coffin.
THERE WAS also the famous
collapse of the 1969 Chicago
Cubs. Casey Stengel called it
. 'amazing." Chicago fans said it
was "unbelievable." But
however it was described, the
breakdown is unforgettable.
Fiery Cubs Manager Leo
Durocher had his boys hitting on
all cylinders by mOd-July,
coasting in the National League
East, way a.lead of the second-

f!~::::e !.~~~!t~~~: ~e~

first division championship
since 1945. But Leo the Lip
managed his club like Simon
Legree, never resting his
veteran players in the grueling
day-to-day baseball at Wrigley
Field.
Durocher was limited because
he had no centerfielder who
could hit or field. Consequently,
the Cubs, exhausted and
grumbling over Durocher's
slave-driving, began to lose. By
mid-September, they had
dropped to second place. They
never recovered.
PERHAPS THE most famous
pennant collap!;e came in 1951.
The New York Giants trailed
the Brooklyn Dodgers by over 10
games in late August. Then New
York got hot while Brooklyn
began to slump. The Giants, "
superstitious bunch, refused to
change their socks durin2 11
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